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(ABSTRACT)

This research is concerned with the professional culture of planners and planning

consultants working on aspects of urban planning and management in Third World

settings. Research on planners' professional culture is of intrinsic value in development

studies, where little is known about the socio-economic background, values, attitudes

and role orientations of either group despite the key roles both groups play in the man-

agement of human settlements. The particular point of departure here, however, is the

significance of such research to planning studies. Ofparticular relevance, in this context,

are the critical notions in the current literature on Third World urbanization and plan-

ning that the skills and attitudes of planning professionals are not attuned to the eco-

nomic, social and environmental questions which lie behind the material aspects of

human habitat in Third World countries. This, it is contended, is in part due to the

socialization of Third World planners to Western attitudes, standards and values during

their professional training in industrialized countries. ·

The research reported here represents an attempt to explore these issues, drawing

on samples of planning practitioners in several Third World countries (Barbados,

Jamaica, India, Zambia and Zimbabwe) and of planning consultants and academics

working regularly on urban problems in Third World settings. The results were derived

from a questionnaire survey designed to elicit information on respondents’ role orien-



tations and values, and on their attitudes toward specific issues that relate to the theory

and practice of urban planning and management. These include attitudes toward rural-

urban migration, the informal sector, squatter settlements, self-help service provision,

the use of Western versus indigenous methods and solutions, and receptiveness to cur-

rent ideas about project replicability and cost recovery.

Findings revealed that Third World planners and planning consultants do share

some important professional traits as well as elements of a common culture, with a core

of shared ideology, similar to that found among developed-world planners despite the

differences in contextual detail. Nonetheless, the study findings point to significant

overall differences in the attitudes of Third World planners and planning consultants

toward planning issues and professional role orientations. The typical Third World

planner is a middle-class male of mid-career age who attaches a good deal of importance

to his profession and supports the notion of success via technical competence, and ad-

ministrative and managerial skills, and yet at the same time pragmatic and grassroots-

oriented. Furthermore, Third World planners as a group do not see the profession as

elitist, nor do they regard Western concepts, methods or training in developed-world

institutions as inappropriate to their professional roles. The typical planning consultant,

on the other hand, though also male is somewhat older, is more likely to have a social

science than a planning, architecture or engineering background, is more likely to have

a higher degree, and is rather skeptical about professional effectiveness and

egalitarianism.

It is suggested here that the difference between these actors emanates from the

differences in the modus operandi of each group. In short, whereas planning consultants

have the luxury to conceptualize problems and solutions in stable environments, insu-

lated from the cut and thrust of local practice, Third World planners operating in envi-

ronments afflicted with rapid change, uncertainty and instability are of necessity



compelled to adopt a more pragmatic outlook. Thus despite the seeming overpowering

circumstances, Third World planners were found to be guardedly optimistic, quietly

confident and resiliently content to pursue their ideals. lt was thus concluded that con-

textual factors to which planners are exposed to are major determinant of planners'

professional role orientations and world-views.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Background to the Study

One of the most significant characteristics of modern society is its overwhelming

dependence on ‘experts’ not only in the developed world but also in developing coun-

tries. This dependence appears to stem from a growing social and technological com-

plexity of the problems faced by society. Such problems are far beyond the capability

of any individual to handle on his/her own, due either to insuflicient knowledge or in-

suflicient power. The individual must turn to the expert to help him/her decide what

course of action to follow. In the area of social planning, the onset of a variety of

problems -congestion, overloads on services, unemployment, rapid urban growth,

overcrowding, degradation of the urban environments —which appear to defy solution,

has forced society to look toward the
‘expert’

to provide workable solutions.

Accorded privileged status by these circumstances, the ‘expert’ has increasingly

assumed not only the responsibility for solving problems and recommending means for

attaining goals, but also for articulating the goals themselves. In essence, the role of the

expert has become institutionalized in all aspects of human endeavor. As Benveniste
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(1972) observes, "professionals not only play significant roles in most nations, in public

policy, but also are ubiquitous in any large organizations". Within governmental sys-

tems, both at the national and sub-national levels, planners act as technical advisors and

administrators and sometimes as decision makers as well. In these capacities, they are

instrumental in detining the problems to be solved, determining the solutions to be con-

sidered, and frequently, in selecting the strategy actually adopted. lnevitably, in doing

so they give expression to their views as to what society wants and about how it will

react to what is provided. This development has led many researchers examining public

policy to contend that the professional ambitions of experts and bureaucrats have out-

stripped the capacity of elected officials to imbue policy with social purpose, or to sub-

ject it to democratic control (Reade, 1987).

In fact Salisbury (1964) argued, more than two decades ago, that city politics in

developed countries of the West was dominated by a ‘coalition’ of (1) appointed

bureaucrats or oflicials who are the ‘professional workers in technical and city related

programs’ and (2) elected oflice bearers who predominantly reflected the interests of the

local business elite. This was, of course contrary to the implicit assumptions of pluralist

theorists who perceived social systems as being dominated by an equal exchange be-

tween the polity, elected officials and experts. Salisbury's view is that expert profes-

sionals control a vast ‘hidden agenda’ of issues that never end up in debate at the

executive level. By defining what is or is not ‘technical1y feasible’ and by simply being in

control of the routine or habitual processes of decision-making, experts have an inde-

pendent effect on public policy outcomes. Furthermore, he noted, elected officials very

often find themselves being able to change things "only at the margins" precisely be-

cause of the expert professional's control of the ‘hidden agenda’.

In many ways these views are reinforced by political science analyses on com-

munity power structures. Of particular relevance are the works of Bachrach and Baratz
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(1970), whose critique of community power studies and what they call the two faces of

power, provide a perspective on power which explicates the paradox of the pluralist po-

sition. Specifically, they argue that power may be exercised by restricting the scope of

decision making to relatively ‘safe’ issues, creating or reinforcing social and political

values and institutional practices that limit the scope of the political process of public

consideration to only those questions which are comparatively innocuous to the expert’s

point of view. Furthermore, they also allude to the power of ‘non-decision making’ of

groups preventing certain issues from being considered.

According to Vasu (1979), the analysis of non-decisions has a direct bearing to

any analysis of official behavior in the planning process because "non-decisions them-

selves are the result of an exercise of power- the power to limit the scope of the

agenda"(p. 16). In this context, planners, as experts, are instrumental in choosing policy

altematives since they determine how problems are structured. As Benveniste (1972)

explains: A
For many experts the only relevant actor is the Prince, who happens to pay wages, supply office
space, provide status, and offer access to the substance of the research; these evident attributes make
the Prince an attractive target for experts’ attention.

This means that in many instances experts and planners tend to emerge as the equivalent of selective
filters for communication and decision in the social system. They use their available time to consult
in selected circles. Since they limit participation in planning they permit information and influence to
flow only within a selective portion of the body politic (p. 13).

Underlying these analyses is a ‘managerialist’ or bureaucratic perspective which suggests

that power in society lies with managers, experts and bureaucrats and that in the specific

context of urban planning, power is exercised mainly by professional planners.

. By far the most influential analysis of such urban managerialism in recent years

is Pahl’s (1969) seminal essay on urban processes and social structure. Pahl’s concep-

tualization of the urban system is this:
There are fundamental spatial constraints on access to scarce resources and facilities. Such con-
straints are generally expressed in time/cost distance. There are fundamental social constraints on
access to scarce urban facilities. These reflect the distribution of power in society as illustrated by: _
bureaucratic rules and procedures, social gatekeepers who help to distribute and control urban re-
sources. Populations limited in this access to scarce urban resources and facilities are the dependent
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iéääipble, those controlling access, the managers of the system, would be the independent variable (p.

This view of the city is shaped by what Pahl postulated to be the inevitable conflict

generated within urban systems through competition for scarce resources. The greater

the demand for a certain resource in a given locality, the greater the amount of conllict

created. He further suggests that when social location (such as occupational level, for

example) is constant then the spatial location becomes the conditioning factor that de-

termines dilferentials of access to scarce resources, and that the units of access are bu-

reaucratically determined. Taking locational and social constraints as givens, he asks

what potential for mobility is present in the city. Since the distribution of life chances is

neither random nor arbitrary, what are the consequences and causes of such distrib-

ution? The answer, according to Pahl, lies in a better understanding of urban phenom-

ena, which entails researching into operations of the ‘managers’ of the urban system, the

experts and ‘social gatekeepers’ who mediate in the allocative processes and who have

the capacity to shape the socio-spatial system to a certain extent. This latter point is

particularly signilicant because members of the gatekeeping professions only occupy just

one niche within the total complex of the instrumentalities of state power. He identilied

these to include housing managers, planners, architects, social workers, realtors, and so

on. Pahl considers these occupations and professions to be crucial types, whose impor-

tance as a structural component in the urban system depends on "how far they may

conflict with each other, how far their ideologies are consistent and how far they help

to conlirm a stratitication order in urban situations" (Pahl, 1975, p. 206).

The perspective which stresses the power of public bureaucracy and treats plan-

ners as managers of the urban system is firmly rooted in the work of Max Weber (1947).

Pahl’s approach to sociological explanation, like that of Weber, rests on the analysis of

the goals and values that guide the individual’s actions toward others. Indeed, his thesis
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on urban managerialism or ‘social gatekeepers’ implies a kind of Weberian ideal type'

of bureaucratic personality.

A· particular point of departure here is the recognition that Third World coun-

tries, like developed countries, operate and/or maintain allocative and distributive

mechanisms which, to invoke Lasswell (1958), determine "who gets what, when and

how". Accordingly, Third World countries have in place planning intervention insti-

tutions staffed by a cadre of professional experts who determine issues regarding re-

source allocation and social redistribution. This context has magnified the role of

planners in public management conceming such matters as the allocation of public re-

sources and the delivery of services. Those who administer these systems of allocation,

to paraphrase Pahl, are managers and have considerable discretion either in determining

the rules or in administering the rules determined elsewhere. The process of planning,

and by implication the individual planner’s input into that process, has marked policy

consequences for the distribution of life chances in urban environments.

Despite the significance of this issue there is, however, a gap in the knowledge

base about who the planners are in the developing world. How, for example, their ac-

tivities and actions influence issues ofpublic policy and the extent to which their conduct

shapes built environments is generally undocumented. Whereas in developed countries

there exists a body of literature detailing who the planners are, with respect to their belief

and value systems, and why and how they influence public policy, no studies of a similar

nature have been undertaken in developing countries. As Rodwin (1981) cogently puts

it, "We do not have comparative analyses for developing countries indicating the ways

urban planners are trained, their social and economic backgrounds and values, what they

1 According to Saunders (1981), ideal types are ‘yardsticks by means of' which empirical reality can be
rendered accessible to analysis Although they are mental constructs, ideal types are not simply conjured
up out of nothing in the mind of the researcher, but are developed on the basis of existing empirical
knowledge of actual phenomena' (p. 128).
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do compared to what they say they do, how their activities are changing and how they
u

are likely to change in the future" (p. 211). This study aims to fill the void in the liter-

ature by providing empirical information about the professional culture of Third World

planners and of planning consultants working in areas of urban planning and manage-

ment in developing countries.

Current Research Concerning Planners’ Profeßional Culture

Pahl's managerialism formulation spawned a number of studies which sought to

explain the activities and attitudes of ‘urban managers’ or ‘social gatekeepers’ (Davies,

1972; Paris, 1974; Ford, 1975; Randall, 1981; Williams, 1982). A particular outcome of

such work has been the characterization of bureaucrats in general and planners in par-

ticular as ‘evangelistic bureaucrats': ideal types whose distinctive values, attitudes and

role orientations, translated into day-to-day decision~making, steer urban development

along particular channels: channels with specific socio-spatial outcomes. This con-

tention has recently been corroborated by empirical research in Europe and North

America which shows the professional culture of urban planners in developed countries

to be dominated by rationalistic, problem-solving, technocratic and managerial orien-

tations (Knox and Cullen, 1981; Baum, 1983; Howe and Kaufman, 1979), thus reinforc-

ing neo·Weberian, ‘managerialist’ ideas and theories about planners (Pahl, 1977;

Leonard, 1982).

From this perspective, planners in developed countries are seen as key actors

whose distinctive professional ideology — an amalgam ofpatemalism, environmentalism,

aesthetics, futurism, and spatial deterrninism (Knox, 1987) — becomes irnplicated in

many aspects of urban development and is, cumulatively, etched into the urban land-

scape. This professional ideology has been shown to be the product of selective
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recruitment, socialization during formal education, work experience, professional dis-

course, and career structure and rewards. It is not generally seen, however, as part of a

coherently articulated set of values and principles bound by broadly accepted ethical

tenets, a strong group consciousness and control over a delinite segment of knowledge

in the way that, for example, the ideology of medical and legal professions can be un-

derstood. Rather, the ideology ofplanning is seen as an evolving legacy of the distinctive

phases of the material circumstances of planning (Harvey, 1985).

A particular feature of this evolution has been the acquisition, along with

paternalism, environmentalism and the rest, of an ‘evange1ical mantle’ (Davies, 1972).

According to Davies, this mantle was developed by the profession in order to immunize

itself against the persistent criticisms leveled against its members as the result of the

conflicts which inevitably arise from the pursuit of their work. It is related to a self-image

of imaginative far-sightedness, selllessness, faimess and humanitarianism ‘beset by the

carping criticisms of narrow-minded rate payers, greedy speculators, parochial council-

lors, apathetic citizenry, calculated vested interests, irresponsible young people, jeal-

ous rival professionals, reluctant legislators and twittering academics’ (Davies, 1972, p.

94). The mantle of evangelism allows the planner to turn a deaf ear to these criticisms.

But it can also lead to ‘bureaucratic aggression’ (Cox, 1976), the relentless pursuit of

conventional planning wisdom at the expense of ‘defense1ess citizens’. The cumulative

result, at the very least, has been to recast the urban landscapes of Western cities. Ac-

cording to some, it has perpetuated the socio-political status quo and transformed plan-

ning from an ‘enabling’ to a ‘disab1ing’ profession (Ravetz, 1980).

This type of research is of intrinsic interest in development studies, where very

little is known about the socio-economic background and ideology of the professionals

who must somehow cope with the brunt ofworld urbanization. The central issue, in this

context, relates to the manner in which the power of public bureaucracy manifests itself
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in developing countries. There, public bureaucrats are generally able to exercise even

more power, both directly and indirectly, than their counterparts in developed countries.

For instance, the state, rather than providing a supportive and/or facilitative role, is

characterized by a directive posture in the economic and social spheres. In this context,

bureaucrats and planners as agents of change play a key role in setting the public policy

agenda and in the formulation of policy, even when the actual decisions are taken by

persons in positions of political authority. They also implement the formulated policies,

either directly (for example, in spheres such as housing, health, infrastructure, education,

social services, etc.) or indirectly (for example, in the implementation of the state’s pro-

duction policies). Besides, they oversee and monitor compliance with the government’s

allocative, redistributive, and regulatory policies by non-govemmental institutions

(Ozgediz, 1983).

The key role of public bureaucrats in relation to urban and regional development

in Third World settings is well established. In his seminal work, Riggs (1963) has argued

strongly that "A phenomenon of utmost signilicance in transitional societies is the lack

of balance between political policy-making institutions and bureaucratic policy-

implementation institutions. The relative weakness of political organs means that the

political function tends to be appropriated, in considerable measure, by bureaucrats.

Intra-bureaucratic struggles become a primary form of politics" (p. 120). Similarly, the

preeminence of bureaucrats in developing countries is best summarized by Bottomore,

who has observed that government oflicialsz

assume exceptional responsibilities and acquire exceptional power in conditions where economic and
social planning is undertaken on such a large scale. In may respects, government oflicials are to the
economic development of the new nations in the 20th century what the capitalist entrepreneurs were

Lo Släeconomic development of Western societies in the 18th and 19th centuries (Bottomore, 1965,

Urban planners and other urban professionals as part of this bureaucratic superstructure

have considerable leverage, especially regarding the management of urban development.
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It follows that urban planners in the Third World may be regarded as powerful

actors in the whole process of urbanization and development. At the same time, it

should be acknowledged that their impact is strongly conditioned by the limited eco-

nomic capacity of Third World countries to confront the complex problems of

urbanization and development (Rondinelli, 1986). Resources are generally limited and

both national and local econornies are locked into inferior positions in an increasingly

globalized economy. lt is not surprising, therefore, that, in spite of the local power and

influence of urban planners, the track record of urban planning and management in the

Third World is poor (Conway, 1985).

Another set of parallel issues concern the assertions made by many commenta-

tors from diverse perspectives that bureaucrats, planners in particular and planning

Ä consultants engaged in Third World planning are elitist and/or that they favor

"Western" theories, models and strategies that are inappropriate to Third World settings

(Noe, 1981). The implication, of course, is that the outcomes of the planning process,

having been mediated by a distinctive, Western-oriented professional ideology, are, at

best, regressive or, at worst, part of the structural reinforcement of Third World de-

pendency. As Qadeer puts it, "Despite intellectual protestations, city planning in the

· post—colonial era has become a practice of enforcing pre—packaged concepts and faddish

policy cliches. Such predispositions have tumed city planning into an instrument of

misdevelopment in the Third World (1983, p. 268)". In a similar vein, Okpala observes

in relation to Africa:

Concepts and theories employed in today's African urban studies have often been transfers from
Western urbanization studies which have embodied transfers ofcultural values. These have generally
been applied without paying enough attention either to indigenous socio-cultural value systems, nor
to analyzing and interpreting the relevance of Africa's point in an urban evolutionary continuum ...the
uncritical transfer and application of such concepts has led to prescriptions and recommendations for
urban management policies and programs that have proved largely inelfective, and involved much
misdirection and misapplication of limited resources (Okpala, 1987, p. 137).

The suggestion that the skills and attitudes of planning professionals are not attuned to

the economic, social and environmental questions which lie behind the material aspects
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of human habitat in Third World countries is by no means new. Writing more than two

decades ago on planning in Nigeria, for example, Muench and Muench (1968) concluded

that, _

professional planners tend to transfer-uniiltered—many ideas and standards acquired during their
training. Being middle class themselves, even the most cognizant of them often feel that conditions in
the oldest parts of Nigeria's cities are so bad that demolition is the only solution, and consequently
the needs of these areas receive no attention. The professionals, like the politicians, want to plan and
carry out projects that will illustrate what a modem nation Nigeria has become (p. 379).

Though lacking empirical grounding these views and opinions continue to per-

vade the development and planning literature. For example, Benninger (1987), reviewing

the training of professionals in Latin America, Africa and Asia, concludes that there is

an overemphasis on academic, formal education, "wherein concepts, techniques and

materials are borrowed from the West Graduates of these courses are unprepared for

decision-making related to solving problems on the job. The requirements of develop-
L
ment agencies and local authorities are not considered in the design of courses. In many

countries an emphasis is still placed on physical land-use planning and on urban design

with a ‘city beautiful’ bias" (p. 147). As Benninger points out, such views are now an

established part of the conventional wisdom on urban planning and development proc-

esses, appearing prominently in United Nations regional commission reports. The

United Nations Economic Commission on Africa (1983), for instance, emphasizes the

unsuitability of textbooks and training materials that are, in the main, imported from

industrialized countries. Meanwhile, the United Nations Commission for Latin America

has characterized the training of planners as "an intellectual substitute for real policy-

making" (quoted by Benninger, 1987), alienated from the reality faced by low-income

populations.

Criticisms such as these are directed towards the education and training offered

both in the Third World and in developed countries. Universities in the Third World

have often copied the middle-class-oriented, generalized programs of Western insti-
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tutions; the latter, meanwhile, offer students very few courses that are tailored to Third

World planning issues. As a result:
’

By learning how to solve design problems of developed societies, these students become increasingly
socialized to a world view and belief system shared by developed societies. By the end of their training
they become conversant in all the cliches of contemporary design—from ‘Post-modernism’ to
‘Portmanism' from ‘loint development' to ‘Zoning Incentives'. This socialization can be even more
subtle as students become committed to Western standards for blight, density, open space, etc. and
as they come to accept some hackneyed design principles as the neighborhood unit formula. Since
very little of this has anything to do with the immediate challenges of environmental design in devel-
oping countries, they simply, and unwittingly, become still another conduit for the transfer of not-
too-relevant technology from the developed to the developing world (Banerjee, 1985, p. 29). _

Nevertheless, large — and increasing — numbers of Third World students continue to

pursue planning degrees in the United States, Britain, France, Australia and other de-

veloped countries because of the kudos offoreign travel, the status conferred by Westem

degrees, the financial support associated with many courses, and the expectations of

family and peers that senior professionals do study abroad (Meier, 1988). Moreover,

even though it may often be recognized that there is little congruence between the skills

provided by Western institutions (or their Third World clones) and the skills that are

needed by Third 'World planners, the burden of adaptation almost always rests with the

latter (Barnejee, 1985).

Consequently, it is argued (Lloyd, 1979), the selective middle-class recruitment

of Third World planning students is compounded by formal education and training,

producing a professional culture that is dominated by elitist and technocratic attitudes.

This, in turn, makes for "cultural collisions" (Zetter, 1980) between the social and envi-

ronmental needs of developing countries on the one hand and the conventional wisdoms

and accepted solutions of the industrialized, commodified nations on the other. But it

is not simply a matter of relevance. The socialization ofThird World planners and policy

makers to Westem attitudes, standards and values is also seen as part of the structural

underpinnings of Third World underdevelopment, the preconditions for the ‘g1obal

reach’ of transnational capital (King, 1980). Thus:

ln a subtle process of cognitive colonialism, values, language, methods and professional ideologies
are largely transplanted. Students, often more interested in the professional qualification than the
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education it represents, become bearers of the new expertise. The metropolitan degree is a badge
which reinforces the cultural dependence of the ex-colonial. The export of educational
sof‘tware—ideas. values, belicf”s·is of far more importance than that of hardware. The ideas go first
(the mass transit system, public housing, the ‘modern movement') —the consumer goods llow later.
ln the old days, trade followed the flag; now, it is assumed, it follows the diploma (p. 217).

Another source of ‘exogenous’ ideas imposed on Third World planners is the di-

alogue they must sustain with professionals from major international donor agencies

such as the World Bank and the Agency for International Development. Dependency

on Western expertise to compensate for limited manpower and resources means that the

economic, social and technical preferences of experts and consultants (private, academic

and institutional) in donor countries become a central part of the dialogue. Quite sim-

ply, Third World planners often find that they must talk the language of the outside

experts, with the result that this language can become an instrument of mystification,

reinforcing the "unhealthy apex role" vested in Westem agencies and experts (Benninger,

1987, p. 158). More specifically, it seems reasonable to assume that discourse with out-

side experts and consultants will, one way or another, condition the values and attitudes

of Third World planners.

These analyses notwithstanding, their validity is, however, questionable given an

absence of concrete empirical evidence in the literature either in support of or refuting

such observations. This is especially so with respect to the professional culture ofurban

planners and planning consultants in Third World settings.

Statement of the Problem

This study explores the professional culture and world-views of Third World

planners and planning consultants working on aspects of urban planning and manage-

ment in Third World countries. Little is known about the values, attitudes or role ori-

entations of either group, yet both groups are unquestionably key actors in the

determination of urban development processes. The analytical task is premised on neo-
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Weberian ‘managerialist’ theory which, as noted previously, assumes that the locus of

power in society generally lies with bureaucrats and experts, and that in the specific

context of urban development, power is appropriated largely by planners. Questions of

particular relevance in the extension of this theory to Third World urban phenomena

include: Who are the Third World planners and planning consultants? What is their

background? By what values do they live and work? Do they share a common set of

values and attitudes? Do they share the rationalistic, technocratic and managerial at-

tributes of their Western counterparts? What are perceived to be the most important

qualities for a planner or planning consultant to be effective in Third World settings?

How do their attitudes as managers of the urbanization process relate to specific issues

of the theory and practice of planning and urban management? More specifically, what

is the conventional wisdom with regard to key issues such as housing and infrastructure

standards, the role of the informal sector, the potential of self-help and sites—and services

initiatives, citizen participation, rural-urban migration, and so on? (A detailed dis-

cussion of specific issues is presented in the next chapter).

In an attempt to expand the analysis of the beliefs, perceptual, role orientations,

and attitudinal structures of planners, samples of planning practitioners drawn from se-

veral Third World countries and another represented by planning consultants from the

developed world, are examined comparatively in terms ofperceived role orientations and

various personal and background factors. The main objectives of this study can be
' summarized as follows:

l. To compare and contrast the extent to which developing and developed world

planners are alike with regard to their professional role orientations and how their

perceptions, attitudes, and values relate to selected issues of the theory and practice

of urban planning and management.
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2. To comparatively analyze beliefs and perceptions, and attitudinal dispositions of

developing world planners and planning consultants.

3. To relate differences of planners' background characteristics, career trajectories,

professional roles, ethics, values, and attitudes to specific issues of the theory and

practice of urban planning and management.
l

Significance and Contributions of the Study

The topic under investigation has both theoretical and practical significance.

First, the need has been established for investigation of the professional culture of Third

World planners and planning consultants working on aspects of Third World develop-

ment and planning. While the influence of planners and other urban managers' activities

and actions on the socio-spatial processes of developing countries is readily acknowl-

edged in the literature, the extent to which this influence manifests itself is yet to be de-

termined. Weber (1947) has noted that total sociological explanations are impossible

and that research must progress by selecting potential aspects of the social world for

study based on ideal-type constructions. By utilizing the belief and value systems of de-

veloping world planners, Weber’s framework has the potential to provide useful theore-

tical insights. Besides, the approach represents a first attcmpt to apply neo-Weberian

‘managerialist’ theory to urban phenomena of developing countries. Also, the selection

ofan intemal social aspect, a key dimension of the power structure as a unit ofanalysis

represents a departure from current preoccupation with extemal factors (colonialism,

etc.) as the sole determinant of the Third World conditions.

Second, comparative studies of planners from different cultural contexts and of

Third World planners, in particular are rare. A recent study by Kaufman (1985) on
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American and Israeli planners is an exception. The present study is unique in one re-

spect: it looks at planners in not one but five cultural settings, exploring and comparing

attitudes, values and role orientations held by Third World planners with those of

international planning consultants to specific issues of the theory and practice of plan-

ning and urban management in developing countries. As such, it is a first attempt to

adopt a comparative approach to current theory on urban managerialism.

Finally, from a practical standpoint, a sensitive portrayal of planners’ values, at-

titudes, role orientations, career trajectories and aspirations is (i) a useful benchmark for

those concemed with planning education and its relevance to culturally diverse settings,

and (ii) an essential prerequisite to training programs designed to increase the capacity

and efficiency of urban management in developing countries. An elaboration of both

points is in order.

As previously argued, developed-world institutions offering planning education

usually fail to sensitize training programs to meet the specific educational needs ofThird

World students. This problem persists, despite the increasing number of Third World

students seeking training in developed world planning institutions (Banerjee, 1985;

Zetter, 1980). Whether this indifference, as Banerjee calls it, is by design or simply a lack

of information about the peculiarities of socio-cultural dimensions of developing world

conditions is unclear. However, there is an emerging consensus that the training ofThird

World students requires a fundamental reorientation in current practice (Banerjee, 1988).

In this regard, the study results could be used as a basis for sensitizing and reorienting

curricula in ways which are relevant to the solution ofcontemporary planning problems

in developing countries.

Second, the use of training to enhance capability and competence has long been

recognized by Third World governments and international development agencies alike.

However, the experience has not always been a total success. For example, where re-
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sources have beenispent, the resultant training has not always enhanced the capability

and capacities of institutions to deal with urban problems as had been anticipated

. (Kayila, 1985; Satin, 1985). A major drawback of such initiatives relates to the fact that

urban innovations have often been based on inappropriate models which have failed to

provide the structures or skills and perspectives necessary to sustain efforts for urban

improvement and development (Nyamu, 1985). This study will illuminate some of these

problems and provide a useful insight into planning and management processes of de-

veloping countries. Specifically, it will provide data which could be used by local insti-

tutions, govemmental agencies, and international donor agencies as input into the design

of training programs to increase the capacity and efliciency of urban management in

developing countries.

Study Limitations

lt should be acknowledged that this study is exploratory. No empirical research

precedent has been established in this area despite the conjecture and debates in the lit-

erature concerning the issue under investigation. In addition, it should be recognized at

the outset that the research design was conditioned by operational difficulties relating

to the distribution of the questionnaire. These included tumaround time of overseas mail

services, miscommunication, unreliable telephone services, and the inability of the re-

searcher to visit the individual countries from which the sub-samples were drawn to get

first hand experience of the respondents' operational settings. Nonetheless, the re-

searcher strongly believes that the results reported here are not only indicative of the

professional make-up of Third World planners, but also provide useful insights for fur-

ther work in this area.
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Chapter II
i

Theoretical Framework

Conceptually, the professional culture of planning professionals in general and

Third World planners and planning consultants in particular can be framed at two levels:

the metropolitan and international scales. ln the context of the latter, the values and

role orientations of planiiers can be seen against the context of a world-system

(Wallerstein, 1984) in which key actors, like the "World Cities" (Friedmann, 1986) in

which many of them operate, have to contend with - and are able to exploit — in-

creasingly interdependent relationships that are embedded in globalized economic, poli-

tical and cultural processes. ln the world's metropolitan areas (including those of the

Third World), at least, urban planning can no longer be a parochial activity. The point

here is that, to the extent that planners can influence the character and trajectory of

urbanization, they are increasingly implicated in the dynamics of a world economy that

is itself increasingly articulated through the system ofworld cities. At the same time, of

course, these same forces can be expected to have an impact on the values and role ori-

entations of planning professionals.

ln this study, however, the conceptual framework operationalized is urban

managerialism, which relates to the metropolitan scale. At this level, it will be recalled,
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planners are seen as ‘social gatekeepers’: ideal types whose distinctive values, attitudes

and role orientations, translated into day-to-day decision, steer economic and social

change along particular channels. This perspective was articulated in the 1970s within '

the field of urban geography and sociology, largely as a consequence of dissatisfaction

with ecological perspectives (Rex and Moore, 1967; Saunders, 1981). While this per-

spective is a useful starting point, its utility remains uncertain and controversial

(Norman, 1975; Pahl, 1975; Williams, 1978). However, given the poverty of analytical

frameworks concemed with the manner by which the distribution of power and appro—

priation of resources influence spatial forms, urban managcrialism remains a useful per-

spective for researching the values and role orientations of planning professionals who

constitute an important element in the distribution of power in society. Indeed Pahl has

recently stated that, irrespective of the theoretical position one adopts regarding class in

a capitalist society, "independent analysis of the agents of allocation is still necessary."

Furthermore, he observes, "Sadly I feel that so long as the surplus has to be concen-

trated, in order to be distributed, so long will rules have to be generated and agents have

to apply them. Some may think the managerialist thesis is dead, but whether or not this

is so I am quite certain that managers will not lie down" (Pal11, 1979, p. 89). This sug—

gests that there is value in examining the belief and value systems of a group of

actors—planners who participate in the allocation of public resources and the delivery

of services.
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Review of Literature

U
Specific Issues in Urban Planning and Management in the Third World

Third World countries have to contend with urgent problems of development,

unprecedented rates of urban growth, severe economic difliculties and sharply limited

resources (E1-Shakhs and Amirahmandi, 1986; Sumka, 1987). The United Nations has

estimated that by the year 2000, about two-thirds of the world urban population will live

in developing countries (U.N., 1980). Africa, for example, currently one of the least

urbanized areas of the world with 21 per cent of its population defined as urban, is ex-

pected to experience an increase in that proportion to about 40 per cent by the year

2000. According to recent reports, countries of Sub-Saharan Africa are: experiencing

urban population growth rates more than twice the growth rates of their nations as a

whole; are urbanizing more rapidly than countries at comparable levels of income else-

where in the developing world (Latin America, the Caribbean, and Asia); and have ur-

ban populations increasingly concentrated in the largest city in the country (Rivkin and

Rivkin, 1984; World Bank, 1981; World Resources Institute, 1986). Thus, even countries

, which are primarily rural and oriented to agricultural production are facing major urban

challenges.

In the context of individual Third World countries these broad challenges can

be disaggregated into a series of substantive issues which include rural-to-urban mi-

gration, the role of the informal sector, housing and infrastructure standards, self-help

and sites-and-services initiatives, public participation, and so on. The lessons learnt from

the attempted resolution of these issues has produced, in the literature, a conventional
u

wisdom which pervades Third World urban development processes. An examination of

this conventional wisdom is central to the question of the professional culture of plan-
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ners working in Third World settings. It is the explication of this conventional wisdom

associated with these issues which constitutes the main thrust of this section.

A review of the extensive contemporary literature on these issues highlights the

existence of stereotypes, which despite the diversity of perspectives and the implicit pol-

icy dimensions — point to the dominant themes underlying the conventional wisdom

(McGee, 1976; Perlman, 1976; Drakakis·Smith, 1981; Portes and Walton, 1981; Grimes,

1976; Linn, 1983; Payne, 1977, 1983; Tumer, 1967, Peattie, 1982; Gilbert and Gugler,

1981; Weeks, 1975; Moser, 1978; Conway, 1985). These are summarized below.

Rural-to-Urban Migration

One of the most vexing problems associated with rapid urban growth concems

the constant flow of rural migrants to urban areas in search of better economic oppor-

tunities. This influx in urban areas manifests itself in various forms: urban unemploy-

ment and underemployment, squatter formation, excess capacity on public infrastructure

services, etc.: all conditions that make the planning and management of urban growth

much more diflicult. The question as to why people move and substitute rural poverty

for urban privation has been addressed in the theoretical literature (Shaw, 1976; Lowder,

1978; Laquian, 1977). A more relevant question is what approaches are advocated to

counteract the consequences.

In their efforts to slow urban growth, many planners and policy-makers in de-

veloping countries have resorted to direct and indirect mechanisms of migration con-

trols. Direct controls on migration flows to cities include instruments such as identity

cards, entry taxes, and entry passes. Such controls are widely enforced in countries like

South Africa and Indonesia (McCarthy and Smit, 1984; Richardson, 1977, 1981). Other

measures that have been vigorously enforced include local restrictions on employment
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and informal sector activities and the demolition of squatter settlements or the with-

holding of services from them. However, these methods have generally proved to be

ineffective. Rather than alfecting migration flaws, they have in most cases "seriously

impeded the efliciency of large segments of the urban factor and goods markets, de-

stroying valuable capital stock, and wreak havoc with the lives and welfare of the ma-

jority of the urban population affected by those policies" (Linn, 1983, p. 45).

On the other hand, indirect control mechanisms start from the premise that local

controls are dillicult to enforce and instead are based on the notion that changes can

occur only by changing economic and social conditions at the origins and destinations

of migrants. Rondinelli (1983), for example, has suggested that efforts need to be di-

rected toward the improvement of conditions in rural areas, and generation of opportu-

nities, especially jobs, at intervening locations between the areas of origin and the

dominant cities attracting migrants.

While the scope of such policies cannot be adequately discussed here, the basic

wisdom inherent in them is signilicant to note. This is the realization that policies de-

signed to control migration flows must address broader issues of development both at

the national and sub-national levels. In particular, the redistribution of economic op-

portunities in rural areas, investments in agricultural systems, education and health fa-

cilities.

The Informa! Sector

A particular manifestation of rural-urban migration is the massive urban surplus

labor eking a living out of the inforrnal sector. What policies should be adopted toward

the informal sector which appears to be growing exponentially? Can an urban-oriented
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strategy such as the regularization and promotion of informal sector activities resolve

the urban employment problem characterizing Third World cities?

The term "informal sector" was first coined by Hart (1973) in a classical paper

examining informal income opportunities and urban employment in Ghana. In discuss-

ing its origins, Hart stated that "price inflation, inadequate wages, and increasing surplus

to the requirements of the organized labor force in towns lead to a high degree of in-

formality in the income generating activities of the urban labor force" (p. 62). It was

further developed and legitimized by a mission to Kenya organized by the International

Labor Office (1972), which argued that the informal sector provided a wide range of low

cost, labor intensive, competitive goods and services. lt thus recommended that the

Kenya government promote the informal sector (ILO, 1972). Subsequent analyses not

only confirmed the existence of successful informal sector activities in many Third World

countries but also showed that a significant proportion of the urban work force was

concentrated in this sector (Beinefeld, 1974; ILO, 1975; McGee, 1976). More recently,

Gilbert and Gugler (1981) have suggested that in some Latin American and Asian

countries, the informal sector absorbs as much as 39 to 69 per cent of the urban labor

force. .

A recurring theme throughout all these studies is the contention that although

often ignored or harassed by the authorities, the informal sector is not a problem but a

source for future economic growth of the city. In addition, informal sector jobs though

irregular and unorganized provide a livelihood to migrants as well as services that the

formal sector fails to provide. In fact findings by the Intemational Labor Office have

tended to contradict earlier accounts which saw informal sector activities as primarily

those petty traders, street-hawkers, shoe-shine boys and other groups underemployed

on the streets of large cities of the Third World. The report concludes "ln developing

countries the bulk of employment in the informal sector, far from being only marginally
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productive, is economically efficient and profit making, though small scale and limited

by simple technologies, little capital and lack of links with the other [formal] sector"

(ILO, 1975, p. 225).

However, the most fundamental question underlying the whole informal sector

issue concems the ability or inability of small-scale enterprises to generate not only em-

ployment but also autonomous economic growth and consequently the utility of policy

recomrnendations directed at the expansion of productive activities in the informal sec-

tor.

To understand some of the key aspects of this debate it is useful to outline briefly

the main positions advanced in the literature regarding the potential of the informal

sector. In examining the potential growth of the informal sector, Weeks (1975) offers a
l

dual sector model to explain the relationship between the formal and informal sector

enterprises. In so doing he stresses factors extemal to the character of the enterprise, but

lays specific emphasis on the role of the state in basing his two-sector distinction on:
‘the

organizational characteristics of exchange relationships and the position of eco-

nomic activity vis-a-vis the state. The difference in these categories, according to Weeks,

is in the nature of the relationship each has with the state. He sees this primarily as a

consequence of economic insecurity of operation in the informal sector, which in turn

is a direct result of the latter's limited access to resources of all types. The particular

importance of Week’s formulation of the informal sector concerns the emphasis placed

on the structural position of each sector. This in turn allows him to articulate within the

model the crucial question of the growth generating role of the informal sector. Weeks

maintains that there are considerable advantages in having an evolving and dynamic

low-wage sector in developing countries, not simply because capital formation is higher

there than in the formal sector, assumed by earlier perspectives, but because the informal

sector has an important contribution to make in three areas:
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•
The sector could produce a significant proportion of consumer goods bought particularly by
low-income groups, such that expansion would reduce dependence in industrialization policy
on import ‘rcproduction’.•
The work-shops of the informal sector could provide a source of indigenous capital goods.•
lnformal sector growth relative to that of the formal sector could mean a shift towards a more
labor·using form of industrialization, which in theory should increase the incremental
employmentzoutput ratio-while ensuring a more efficient utilization of capital (p. 2).

This perspective, however, is not shared by some analysts, particularly those espousing

radical views (Bienefeld, 1975; King, 1974). Critics of the informal sector strategy argue

that the level of capital formation possible in this sector is constrained by structural

factors in the total socio—economic system such that small-scale activities in the urban

sector of countries with external oriented economics can only participate in economic

growth in a dependent, subordinate way. This lcads, it is argued to "involutionary"

rather than evolutionary growth of the sector. The position taken is one that assumcs

an "exploitativc" relationship between large firms [formal sector] and small enterprises

in the informal sector. Thus, it is argued that measures to promote informal sector de-

velopment cannot really provide substantive solutions to the problems of unemployment

and poverty without fundamental changes in the overall political and economic structure

which perpetuate dependency (Moser, 1978).

A less critical position is that adopted by Gilbert and Gugler (1981) who, while

not completely rejecting the potential merits of the informal strategy, sound a cautionary

note. Their position is that a policy strategy for promoting the informal sector to alle-

viate the problem of urban surplus labor must of necessity be both ‘specific’ and

‘comprehensive’. ln other words, before such a strategy is adopted, an articulation is

required, on the one hand, of the interrelationships that exist between the informal and

formal sectors, and on the other seek solutions to the urban employment problem out-

side the urban arena. Without engaging such a two-pronged strategy, they suggest that

the prospects for the informal sector is doomed to failure:

Where the rural-urban flow continues unimpeded, no solutions to the employment problem can be
effected within the urban labor market, let alone by promoting the informal sector. Rather, the issue
of rural·urban inequality has to be addressed. This is of necessity a long-range proposition, and it
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faces formidable obstacles everywhere. Yet if there is an urban employment problem, it can be solvedonly in the rural areas (p. 77).

These observations notwithstanding, the informal sector approach is now con- °

sidered the key to the solution to the problems of Third World unemployment and eco-

nomic growth (Mazumdur, 1976; Perlman, 1976; Linn, 1983).

Problems Associated with Low-income Housing

The "favelas", "the bustees", "the bidonvilles", "the barriadas"' unserved by
water and other basic urban amenities and subject to all the vicissitudes of disaster (fire,

floods, epidemics, poverty) have come to symbolize the urban conditions of most devel-

oping countries (Grimes, 1976; Laquian, 1977). A review of the literature suggests two

possible explanations for this state of affairs: (a) the extent of housing demand because
of" rapid urban growth which has exerted unprecedented pressure on urban land and

housing resources; and (b) the proportion of low-income households to the total urban

population has steadily increased so that the vast majority ofpeople currently have little

in the way of capital or incomes with which to obtain a pre-built and publicly con-

structed dwelling (Payne, 1983; Lim, 1987; Linn, 1983).

Consequently, the urban poor have resorted to unconventional solutions to their

housing problems: squatting and illegal sub—divisions. Such solutions necessarily entail
occupying private and/or public land illegally and erecting physical structures using

temporary building materials. While these selflhelp solutions may appear adequate to

the urban poor, to the urban authorities they are unacceptable primarily because they

violate the central elements of building codes: minimum requirement standards for con-

struction materials, minimum lot size and minimum floor area. Koenigsberger (1983)

2 These are just a variety of terms used in various parts of the Third World to describe the phenomena ofsquatter settlements.
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explains this conllict this way, "The results of self-help development of this kind are

happiness at the neighborhood level and chaos at the city 1evel" (p. 52). Official re-

sponse to the problem, until recently, has been to resort to a variety of measures de-

signed to discourage further squatting. These have included setting minimum physical

standards for individual land and structure in the hope that they would prevent people I

from building low quality housing that authorities consider to be unsafe and unhealthy.

To many squatter dwellers these standards have proved unattainable.

At times urban authorities have used strategies that include the eradication of

squatter settlements without regard for the resources that the occupants had invested.

Such measures have been vigorously pursued, though in many cities of the developing

world self-help housing constitutes a substantial proportion ofurban housing stock. For

example, United Nations studies show that this form of housing accommodates more

than 50 per cent of the population in Mexico, 40 per cent in Calcutta and as much as

85 per cent in Addis Ababa.° However, since the recent recognition by some Third

World countries that demolition of squatter settlements and slums was a hopeless sol-

ution to the problem, a feeling of optimism has surfaced based on the premise that an

answer to the problem might be at hand. This has been instigated by the adoption of

sites-and-services schemes for low income groups, combined with programs to upgrade

squatter settlements, whereby squatter residents themselves undertake the task of con-

structing houses, thereby reducing significantly housing costs to be met by public au-

thorities.

As a policy concept, sites-and-services schemes involve the opening ofnew tracts

of urban land which are then provided with such basic facilities as potable water,

sewerage, roads and refuse disposal. On the other hand, squatter upgrading schemes

3 United Nations, Center for Human Settlements, 1984
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entail the extension oF essential services and amenities to an existing squatter area or

slum enclave. These Forms 0F selF·help have been accorded additional emphasis lately

by virtue oF the Fact that major international donor agencies (World Bank, USAID, etc.)

are now stressing selF-help eFForts in their housing assistance programs being imple-

mented in many developing countries! As such, the new conventional wisdom in Third

World urban housing has become the promotion oFse1F-help initiatives.

This new orthodoxy Followed the pioneering studies ofresearchers such as Tumer

(1967), Mangin (1967), and Leeds (1970) in Latin America, where a Functional relation-

ship between social needs and environmental Forms among squatters was noted. Central

to their analysis was the argument that the vast settlements surrounding major cities in

developing countries were not "rings of misery", nor "creeping cancers" but evolving

communities. Rather than being demoralized and parasitic, the residents oF the squatter

settlements were seen as active, organized and self-mobilizing and their housing sub-

standard only iF looked at
‘at

one point in time’ (Perlman, 1976). According to Peattie

(1982), this Form oF housing represented a large stock in progress, on the way to be-

coming adequate through continuous investment by the individual households —as

contrasted with ollicial standards and criteria which are perceived to be static, ‘once-

and-For-all provisions’. This intellectual justification of the Functional role oF squatter

settlements, coming at a time when many Third World govemments had become visibly °

incapable oF solving the housing problem, provided the momentum For policy makers

and planners to seize upon this concept and try to translate it into public policy.

‘
The United States Agency For International Development has been actively supporting community up-
grading schemes under its Housing Guarantee Loans Programs For many years now. Similarly, ot.her bi-
lateral agencies such the Canadian International Development Agency, the European Development Fund,
and the Asian Development Bank have been encouraging the theme oFse1F—help construction in countries
that include Jamaica, Zambia, Mexico, Kenya, Senegal, Pakistan, Tanzania, Sudan, Botswana, El
Salvador, etc..
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As the number of nations applying this approach has increased, concern is being

expressed regarding its implementation and validity. Some analysts (Laquin, 1977; 1983)

have expressed concern about the administrative problems involved in such a massive

self-help drive, especially regarding donor agency insistence on cost recovery matters.

However, a more fundamental concern has come from the more radical "po1itica1

economy" view of urban development policy. Here it is argued that the new orthodoxy

is at best designed to serve the interests of the elite, and at worst inherently incapable

of tackling the causes of inequality (Burgess, 1977; 1978; 1982; Bromley, 1978). Thus,

policies such as sites-and-services and squatter upgrading schemes premised on self-help

initiatives are dismissed as attempts to institutionalize poverty in cleaner shantytowns

(McGee, 1977; Conway, 1982). The position of the radical school is perhaps best sum-

marized by Conway who forcibly argues:

lf we are to increase the supply of land for housing through government intervention, improve the
supply of land for housing by the formal and informal sectors, finance equitable land development,
lcgitimize and improve existing squatter settlements, and prevent their unnecessary demolition—all
policy actions recommended by HABITAT (UNCHS, 1982) —üten t.his surely calls for radical alter-
ations in governmental land appropriation mandates and legal powers. lt remains open to conjecture
whether any "capitalist" political system, peripheral, dependent or metropolitan, can mount such a
challenge to this integral part of the very economic system to which to the polity owes its livelihood
and its continued allegiance (Conway, 1985, p. 188).

Simply put, tinkering with the issues at the margins will not solve the problems of pov-

erty among the urban poor without a fundamental restructuring of socio-economic sys-

tems. Such constructs, though theoretically valid, tend to appear superficial in the

world-view of policy makers and planners who must confront problems at hand with

practical solutions. Not surprisingly, the incorporation of self-help initiatives into hous-

ing projects has been heralded as a watershed in the design and implementation of

housing policies for developing countries. Neverthelcss, some analysts wam against

viewing self-help initiatives as a ‘solve-al1’ strategy—a panacea:

Sites-and-services schemes are both necessary and inevitable, but there can be no avoiding more
radical changes which will redistribute the resources of the city and increase the rates of public ser-
vices provision and job creation (Gilbert and Gugler, 1981, p. 115).
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Public Participation

Should there be active public involvement in the urban development process in
developing countries? This question has gained wide currency in development and plan-

ning literature as exemplilied by the variety of descriptions: "bottom-up p1anning",

"grass-roots p1anning", "participatory planning", "democratic planning", and

"collaborative planning" (Conyers, 1982; Fagence, 1977; Kent, 1981; Friedmann, 1979;

Lloyd, 1979). While some of the reasons for encouraging the active participation of the

public in the planning process parallel those espoused in developed countries,‘ a more

fundamental reason for adoption in developing countries is that it is "a major prerequi-

site in steering emphasis away from Westem-style planning to appropriate frameworks,

and away from purely technical solutions of what are essentially complex social prob-

lems" (Potter, 1985, p. 149). In addition, it is argued that public participation would
ensure some measure of accountability, in order to prevent the development of elitist

planning bureaucracies which become alienated from ‘the hopes and wishes of the people

they hope to benefit’ (Soussan, 1981).

The basis of this reasoning relates to the observation that the professional edu-

cation and training of Third World planners, most of whom were trained in developed-

world institutions are on a "cultura1 col1ision" course (Zetter, 1980). By adopting

Western standards, Third World planners are accused of accepting "Western-style sol-

utions and standards as the norm and apply them in extremely divergent cultural, social

and environmental circumstances with insuflicient critical appraisal of their true worth"

(Potter, 1985, p. 156). The essence of this perspective is best articulated by Potter when

he states that:

5 Public participation is usually encouraged on grounds that it provides insights into local conditions andthe needs of the local people; that it facilitates the smooth implementation of plans; and that it is a dem-ocratic right that people should be involved in their own development (Conyers, 1982).
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An appropriate technology of planning in Third World contexts must thereby involve well-articulated
means of encouraging public participation in the planning process, which together with strong
community-based planning foundations enable the aspirations and perceptions of individuals to be
directly taken into account. ln this light self-help imperatives in the cities ofdeveloping countries must .
be construed as a form of public participation, albeit one that cries out for formal recognition and
regularization by planners and politicians (p. 157).

However, this perspective is not entirely shared by other analysts who argue for partic-

ipation from a planner’s point of view. Koenigsberger (1983), in particular, has argued

strongly that in most developing countries, the high levels of self-help activity mean that

the question of public participation arises in a reversed form because "it is the public

that does the planning and the development; it is the planner who is not allowed to

participate" (p. 51). His contention is that currently the initiative for planning in de-

veloping countries is in the hands of private self-help individuals, and planners are part

of the process only as ‘controllers' rather than ‘initiators’ or ‘leaders’ of development.

To others, however, public participation in the planning process is a non-issue. lt is

contended that because of the magnitude and pressing nature of the environmental and

socio-econornic problems faced by many developing countries, public participation is at

best a luxury, and at worst entirely unnecessary. Buttressing this view is also the notion

that educational and literacy levels in developing countries are such that trained profes-

sionals are the only people that possess the knowledge to make judgement and reach

decisions about planning matters. _

The extent to which these conflicting views and opinions are incorporated into

planning exercises by Third World planners or are an integral part of the lexicon of
l

professional culture is unclear. What is clear, though, is that these perspectives have

fundamental implications not only for the day-to~day function of planners but also how

they are educated and prepared for their roles.

In summary, what emerges from the aforegoing analysis are elements of a
·

‘conventional wisdom’ which argues for solutions that attempt to exploit the viability

of both informal sector activities and self-help housing initiatives through the institution
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of public participation at all levels of planning and development. It also criticizes

measures designed to arrest the pace of rapid urban growth by merely controlling mi-

gration flows in the absence of a concerted effort directed at the broader issues of de-

velopment both at the national and sub-national levels. In this study, the existence of

this ‘conventional wisdom’ in the current literature serves as a backdrop against which

the professional culture of planners working in Third World settings can be assessed.

Summary of Hypothesß

With reference to the theoretical framework outlined in the Introduction and

articulated in this Chapter, the questions raised in this study can be translated into the

following hypotheses:

•
Hypothesis l. Third World planners exhibit consistent sets of values, attitudes and

role orientations that parallel those of developed-world planners because of the so-

cializing influences of professional education on Third World planners trained in

both developed-world and home institutions, which inculcates a world-view and be-

lief system shared by developed societies.
•

Hypothesis 2. People most likely to be planners or managers of the urban system

are drawn disproportionately from certain types of background.
•

Hypothesis 3. Managerialism and its associated skills forms a major component of

the professional culture of Third World planners because professional socialization

cannot be divorced from the ideological tenets of the profession.
•

Hypothesis 4. The professional ideology of Third World planners and planning

consultants like that of their developed-world counterparts is eclectic with regards

to cornmonly held values and principles, an intensity of group consciousness and
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claim over a definite segment of knowledge. This orientation is directly associated

with the fact that planning is a publicly sanctioned profession.
•

Hypothesis 5. The attitudes ofThird World planners to specific issues related to the

theory and practice of urban planning and management are most likely to be influ-

enced and conditioned by contextual factors to which they are exposed to in their

operational settings, despite the fact that planning can be seen as a form of deliber-

ate intervention with intentions not just environmental, but also for social change.
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' Chapter III

Research Methodology

Research Design

The survey research method has emerged as the most dominant and inlluential

instrument of research in social sciences (Jones 1985). Its utility, particularly for de-

scriptive, explanatory and exploratory analyses, has made it the most potent component

of the ‘tool-kit’ For many researchers. For this study the mail questionnaire survey

method was selected as the best and appropriate research instrument to gather the nec-

essary data. Long regarded as the step-child of survey research, this technique is now

considered an equal to the traditionally accepted survey method of face-to-face inter-
I

views. According to Dillman (1978), "the day for mail questionnaire surveys has

arrived." More recently, Jones (1985) has stated "Questionnaires received through the

mail or found in magazines and places of business have become so comrnonplace that

they may be replacing the face-to-Face interview as the typical example of surveys (p.

l83)". Besides the fact that it is less expensive than, for example, face-to-face interviews

or telephone surveys, it was the most appropriate means of gathering data on p1anners'

attitudes, perceptions and role orientations drawn from tive regions of the world. These
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include planners from India, Zimbabwe, Zambia, the Caribbean, and international

planning consultants based in the first world, especially the USA. Such an approach of-

fered the potential for comparative analysis.

The option of doing a one-country case study was considered and ruled out be-

cause it would have required enormous resources for field work, which were beyond the

scope of the researcher. For these reasons the use of face-to-face interviews and tele-

phone survey were considered impractical. Also, the viability of this research technique

was enhanced by the logistical support afforded by national planning institutes for the

internal distribution and collection of questionnaires in the countries from which the

sub-samples were drawnf These considerations notwithstanding, it is important to note

the inherent lirnitations of this method ofdata gathering. This relates to lack offlexibility

owing to the inability of the respondents to seek clarification on questions that may have

appeared ambiguous. Thus potentially increasing the number of incomplete question-

naires and misunderstood questions. Conversely, the mail questionnaire technique de-

nied the researcher the opportunity to observe respondents in their operational settings.

This may have further compounded the intangible, elusive character of the phenomena

studied as well as the subtle nuances of attitudes.

Dillman (1978) has noted three requirements that must be fulfilled to maximize

survey response. These are: minimize the costs for responding, maxirnize the rewards for

doing so, and establish trust that those rewards will be delivered (p. 12). This study at-

tempted to meet these requirements in the following way: (a) it emphasized how the

study could help the researcher develop a better understanding of the professional and

organizational culture of developing world planners and how such information could be

used by educators and international donor agencies alike to orient and/or develop

6 The national planning institutes referred to are equivalent to professional planning organizations in de-
veloped countries.
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training programs that are consistent with the values, attitudes, role orientations and

aspirations of planners, (b) the questionnaire was reasonably short: in a pretest, the av-

erage time needed to complete the entire questionnaire was found to be approximately

15 to 20 minutes; (c) the questionnaire was sent to participants with self-addressed and

stamped envelopes, (d) the participants' trust was established by assuring them that the _

results of the survey would be published in such a way that it would not be possible to

identify individuals, and (e) official backing by the respective planning institutes rein-

forced the authenticity of the study as well as minimizing the likelihood of respondents

reacting negatively to a solicitation of information by an outsider.

Sample

The sample for the study consisted of two groups ofprofessional planners: Third

World planners and international planning consultants. The first group consisted of

planners working at both national and local government levels drawn from India,

Zimbabwe, Zambia, and the Caribbean. The planners constituting the sample popu-

lation of this group were selected based on their availability as well as the level of co-

operation and logistical support the respective national planning institutes were willing

to provide in order to conduct this research. Other national planning institutes con-

tacted and solicited for support ir1cluded: the Kenya Town Planning Chapter and the

Malaysian Institute of Planners. While a response was received from the Kenya Town

Planning Chapter expressing interest in the study, they were constrained by a govem-

ment order which requires any research project done by outsiders to be approved and

granted oflicial authority from the Oflice of the President before it may start. Such a

process, in the researcher's judgement, would have entailed unnecessary delay and un-

certainty, since there was no guarantee of approval. Kenyan planners were therefore
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excluded. As for the Malaysian Institute of Planners, no response was received ac-

knowledging the initial letter of inquiry. A copy of the letter from the Kenyan Planning

Chapter and other correspondence can be found in Appendix C.

The second group consisted of a cadre of professional planners from the devel-

oped world who have devoted most of their academic and/or professional careers to

problems of the developing world, either as individuals or through such bilateral and

multilateral agencies as the World Bank and the United States Agency for International

Development (USAID). This group of planners was included in the study for one pri-

mary reason. The World Bank and the Agency for Intemational Development have for

more than two decades been in the forefront of development activity in developing

countries, providing the necessary resources for translating developmental goals into

"realizable" outputs. As such, they play a key role in helping to set the development

policy agenda. The World Bank alone, since developing a specific focus on urban pro-

grams in the early 1970s, has become the single largest source of capital for urban

projects in developing countries (Sumka, 1987).

Besides excrting influence through development capital, the World Bank and

other multilateral and bilateral agencies implicitly or explicitly influence development

and planning thinking in developing countries via scores of documents published in a

variety of joumals. The World Bank, though a late starter into the field of urban devel-

opment, has a list of publications on housing, urban planning and management that run

into scores of titles. The United Nations, according to Qadeer (1983), had over 950

documents published on building, housing and city planning even before the publica-

tions "g1ut" from the I-labitat Conference in 1976. Such outpourings, in more cases than

not, include policy prescriptions that have far reaching implications, in particular when

those who recommend them also provide the means for carrying them out. While these

observations may be an oversirnplification of a very complex relationship between the
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developing countries and donors, the impact of Agency professionals can hardly be ig-

nored. Thus whether people in the developing world or elsewhere, care to accept this

reality or not — "E\/Iultilateral and bilateral agency planning professionals rule, OK."

The deterrnination of the sample for the first group was based on the size of the active

membership of the following planning institutes: The Indian Institute of Town Planners,

Zimbabwe Institute of Regional and Urban Planners, Zambia Institute of Planners,

Jamaica Town and Country Planning Association, and Barbados Town and Country

Planning Society. The latter two were combined to form a unit, ‘the Caribbean’, due to

the small size of their active membership. The actual selection of respondents was left

to the respective planning institutes who were requested to use a simple random dis-

tribution system. This approach was used because of the problems encountered by the

researcher to obtain Institute membership registers. Besides, mail tumaround and tele-

phone communications to and from the multiple sites was prohibitively expensive both

in time and money—and not entirely reliable.

Respondents in the second group were selected using a simple random sample

based on the listings taken from the participating Agencies' staff telephone directories.

An initial list developed out of the staff directory was sent to the directors of the Water

Supply and Urban Development (World Bank) and Office of Housing and Urban Pro-

grams (USAID), respectively to verify whether the job functions of individuals listed

conformed to their title descriptions. This was necessary because of the high intemal

mobility rate of personnel within the two agencies. For example, an individual may have

joined the World Bank as a planner, but over time they switch to other disciplinary areas

that are not planning-related. Academic respondents were selected using a simple ran-

dom sample based on the academic listings taken from the 1986 Association of

Collegiate Schools of Planning Guide and the National Faculty Directory.
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In all, 165 developing world planners (70 Indian, 40 Zimbabwean, 20 Zambian,

and 35 Caribbean) and 100 international planning consultants were surveyed. The

sampling rate was 1 in 10 for India, 1 in 3 for other countries. The distribution of the

instrument to Indian planners occurred between January and June, 1987 realizing 52

responses, an overall response rate of 74 per cent. It is relevant to note that setting up

the logistics in India took more than 9 months. The distribution of the instrument to

Zimbabwean, Caribbean, and International planning consultants occurred between the

months of March and July, 1987. While the distribution to Zambian planners occurred

between the months of May and November, 1987.

The Variation in the distribution dates was conditioned by two factors: (a) the

time it took for a particular planning institute to respond to the initial letter soliciting

logistical support, and (b) delay in- clearing intemational bank drafts to cover intemal

postage and return parcel post to the U.S.A. Besides, the discrepancy in the distribution

dates underscores the difliculties of conducting survey research from a "remote" site.

Turnaround time of overseas mail services, miscommunication, unreliable telephone

services, delays in securing international bank drafts to cover intemal postage expenses, I

etc. are illustrative of problems that occurred. Two copies of the questionnaire, modi-

lied, where appropriate, to conform to the characteristics of the two sub—samples (that
l

is, Third World planners and planning consultants, respectively), and correspondence

with respective national planning Institutes can be found in Appendix A and B.

W
Composition of Returns

U
Of the 265 questionnaires originally mailed to respondents, 186 (70.2 per cent)

usable questionnaires were returned. Of this number, 52 (19.6 per cent) were Indian, 25
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(9.4 per cent) were Zimbabwean, 16 (6.0 per cent) were Zambian, 18 (6.8 per cent) were

Caribbean and 75 (28.3 per cent) were international planning consultants.

Dillman (1978) has noted that investigators using the TDM (Total Design

Method) method in 48 individual mail surveys the average response rate was found to

be 74 per cent. Of equal significance in Dillman's observation is that no survey obtained

less than a 50 per cent response rate, a level once considered quite acceptable for mail

surveys (p. 21). In this study, the first group consisting of Third World planners had a

combined response rate of 67 per cent and a sample size of lll, while international

planning consultants yielded response rate of 75 per cent and sample size 75. Only 2.3

per cent of the returns were unusable. These included questionnaires returned because

of incorrect address (1), questionnaires returned stating that the potential respondent

did not wish to respond (3), changed job function (1) or respondent was too busy having

just retumed from a consulting trip overseas (1). Factoring the unfavorable conditions

under which the instrument was carried out, particularly among developing world plan-

ners, the response rate was felt to be very satisfactory.

Survey Instrument

The basic strategy for this study was to utilize a mailed questionnaire to gather

data within the constraints inherent in "remote-type" survey research. To achieve the

objectives of the study, a four-part questionnaire was developed. The first section con-

tained questions designed to obtain standard background information including age,

academic level, degree type, school attended by setting, job type, employer, developing

country experience, past professional activities and parental occupation.

The second section was composed of 14 attribute variables dealing with attitudes

to professional roles and ethical values. These attributes were selected from the Royal
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Town Planning lnstitute's recommendations on the education and training of planners

and operationalized by Knox and Cullen (1981). The thrust was to ascertain planners'

conception of a well balanced/equipped planner. In other words, what

attributes/qualities are perceived as most desirable in a good, successful planner. lt is

also relevant to note that the same skillsand attributes typify those advocated by the

_ American Planning Association.

The third section of the questionnaire consisted of 41 Likert-type questions with

7-point interval scales and semantic differentials ranging from ‘strongly agree’ to

‘strong1y disagree’. The 41 statements were generated from current literature on plan-

ning and planners, with many of the statements being quotations from leading scholars

and practitioners of Third World urbanization and development. For example, the

_ statement "Developing countries must take advantage of their backwardness by learning

from the urban experiences of technologically advanced countries,” is attributable to

Raghuramiah, former Indian Minister of Housing and Urban Development (Bhargava

1981). The Likert scale was used to elicit planners’ disposition toward specific issues

relating to the theory and practice of urban planning and management in developing

countries. Respondents were asked to indicate their degree of agreement with each

statement in the questionnaire. For example, "The answer to the urban dilemma of de-

veloping countries lies in indigenous theory, indigenous design and indigenous

planning". A score from 1 (strongly agree) to 7 (strongly disagree) was recorded for each

item for each respondent.

Finally, the fourth section of the questionnaire sought planners’ motives for se-

lecting planning as a career and the extent to which their actions impacted planning and

urban development.

Before administering the survey instrument to respondents, a draft questionnaire

was discussed with peers and educators. Concerns were raised regarding the extent to
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which one could justiliably generalize for all developing countries in phrasing questions,

given the apparent differences in the levels of development, culture, social, political and

physical attributes. While acknowledging these concerns, it is the researcher’s conviction

that the alleged differences are basically a red-herring. Developing countries or the Third

World, as some prefer to call it, have more in common in terms of their planning and

development experiences than many people care to admit. Among other things, the de-

veloping countries from which the samples for this study were drawn exhibit structural

conditions of underdevelopment. These are manifested in the distribution of urban sys-

tems, regional disparities and incidents of high urban growth, particularly among the

large cities. Consequently, the major cities are afllicted, (with a few exceptions), with

intractable problems of obsolescence, inadequate facilities and services, slums and

squatter settlements and overcrowding. Finally, it should be noted that all respondents

were drawn from the English-speaking world. This is not just a matter of pragmatism:

it means that all of the respondents would have been able draw on the same pool of

planning and urbanization literature, and ideas; and that all will have been working

within the framework of a socio-legal legacy of British colonialism.

The instrument was pilot-tested in August, 1986 in India. Pretesting provided

relevant information which proved useful in sharpening the survey instrument.

Data Preparation

Testing for comjgarability of sub-samples

One of the stated objectives of this study involves a comparative analysis of the

values and attitudes of Third World planners and planning consultants. To accomplish

this task required establishing a valid basis for combining the sub·samples in such a way.

First, comparisons of pairs of sub-sample means (by t-tests) and variances (by F-tests)
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revealed that there were very few attitudinal statements on which significant differences

Ä were recorded by the Third World sub-samples (Caribbean, Indian, Zambian,

Zimbabwean). Table l, which compares sub-samples of Zambians and Zimbabweans

illustrates this pattern. On the basis of these results the Third World sub-samples were

combined and their overall responses compared with those of planning consultants. As

Table 2 shows, there were significant differences for the means and/or variances for the

great majority of the statements. Thus it was concluded that, in general, the attitudes

of Third World planners were different from those of planning consultants.

Nonetheless, it is important to point out the areas in which there was (a) con-

sensus, and (b) disagreement between the two groups in terms of the overall responses

to several of the 4l attitudinal statements. Table 3 lists items indicating convergence

between the two groups in terms of overall responses. Similarly, Table 4 lists items in-

dicating divergence in the groups' overall responses. These results are used later in the

analysis as basis for establishing the ‘conventional wisdom’ of each group.

Testing for Sampling Adeguacy

Prior to applying the factor analysis procedure-discussed in more detail in the

next section — a correlation matrix of the 14 attribute variables (noted in the second part

of the questionnaire) was computed to determine the appropriateness of the factor

model. This procedure was done for both sub-samples. The test-statistic for this proce-

dure is known as Bartlett’s test of spherecity. A key condition for this test-statistic is

that the data be a sample from a multivariate normal population. Thus it is used to test

the hypothesis that the correlation matrix computed for all the variables is an identity

matrix. If the value of the test-statistic for spherecity (based on a chi-square transfor-

mation of the determinant of the correlation) is large and the associated significance

level is small then the hypothesis that the population correlation is an identity is rejected.
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Based on this result, the researcher can then proceed to use the factor model. Another

indicator of the strength of the relationship, generated automatically is the Kaiser-

Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy. KMO is an index for comparing

the magnitudes of the observed correlation coeflicients to the magnitudes of the partial

correlation coeflicients. For example, small values for KMO measure indicate that a

factor analysis of variables may not be appropriate since correlations between pairs of

variables cannot be explained by the other variables. This study adequately fulfilled the

above conditions in the following manner. For the Third World sample correlation

matrix the value of the test-statistic for spherecity was:

• KMO measure of sampling adequacy = .62936•
Bartlett test of spherecity = 204.4410, Significance = .001

Results for the Planning consultants sample correlation matrix were as follows:
• KMO measure of sampling adequacy = .60732•

Bartlett test of spherecity = 203.45192, Signilicance = .001

Methods of Analysis and Interpretation

In addition to bivariate techniques, two multivariate statistical procedures were

used for data analysis: FACTOR ANALYSIS and CLUSTER ANALYSIS. The former

refers to a series of statistical techniques whose common objective is to represent a set

of variables in terms of smaller number of hypothetical variables. It is based on the

premise that underlying factors which are smaller in number than the observed variables

are responsible for the covariation between observed variables (Kim and Mueller, 1978;

Goddard and Kirby, 1976). According to Goddard and Kirby (1976), factor analysis as-

sumes that the relationship between observed variables and some underlying factors is

a linear one. Factors are assumed to be common to two or more variables or unique to
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each variable. The primary objective of factor analytic techniques is to reduce infor·

mation contained in the observed variables to a manageable state with minimal loss of _

information. Sirnilarly, cluster analysis refers to a group of multivariate procedures

whose primary purpose is to identify similar entities from the characteristics they pos-

sess. The procedure identifies and classifies variables or objects so that each object is

similar to others in its cluster with respect to some predeterrnined selection criteria.

Based on such criteria, Hair et al (1987) suggests that the resulting variables must exhibit

high internal (within cluster) homogeneity and high external (between cluster)

heterogeneity. That is to say, if the classification is successful, the variables within clus-

ters should be close together while the variables in different clusters farther apart. The

primary value of this method lies in the preclassification of data as suggested by

"natural" groupings of the data itself The choice of these two analytic techniques for

data analysis was based upon their facility of data reduction and summarization. An

elaboration on each is presented in the following sections.

- Factor analvsis

This method perrnits the researcher to analyze the interrelationships among var-

iables with respect to their common underlying dimensions and/or factors. These factors

may be considered the essential determining constructs representing a new set of vari-

ables which are solely defined in terms of the original dimensions. The varimax criterion

for orthogonal rotation was selected because it maxirnizes the number of very high and

low factor loadings, thus providing the simplest factor structure solution. The varimax

criterion centers on simplifying the columns of the factor matrix. Rotation of the factors

in most cases improves the interpretation by reducing some of the ambiguities which

often accompany an initially unrotated matrix. In rotating the factor matrix, the vari-
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ance is redistributed from the initial factors to new factors to achieve a simpler, in

Thurstone's (1947) terms, theoretically more meaningful factor pattern.

. According to Kim and Mueller (1978), four conditions must exist to permit a

meaningful factor analysis: (a) to produce meaningful results, the sample size should be

100 or greater or no less than 50; (b) as a general rule, there should be four or five times

as many observations as there are variables to be analyzed. Most researchers recommend

at least three variables for each factor (Goddard and Kirby, 1976); (c) factor loadings

of .30 are considered significant, and ifthe loadings are .50 or greater they are considered

very significant; and (d) use of the eigenvalue of 1.0 or greater as the cut-off point to

determine the variance accounted for by highest factor loadings. In other words only

factors having eigenvalues greater than 1.0 are considered significant. This study fullilled

these conditions in the following manner. First, sample sizes of 75 and 111 for inter-

national consultants and Third World planners, respectively were realized. These exceeds

the minimum recommended sample sizes. Second, with the exception of one factor, all

the other factors had at least three variables as recommended. Finally, in this study the

lowest factor loading was .19 and the highest .82. However, only factor loadings of .30,

which are considered significant— were included in the final factor solution.

Cluster Analysis ,

The utility of cluster analysis lies in its capacity to reduce data consisting of large

numbers of observations to manageable proportions with minimal loss of information.

This procedure is particularly useful when, for example, a researcher collects data via a

questionnaire that contains a large number of observations that may be meaningless

unless classified into manageable groups. Using the cluster analytic procedure the re-

searcher can achieve a more concise, understandable description of the observations.
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A key requirement for cluster analysis relates to the need for the researcher to select a

criterion (i.e., clustering algorithm) that attempts to maximize the differences between

clusters relative to the variation within clusters (Hair, et al, 1987; Aldenderfer and

Blashfield, 1984). The selected clustering algorithm ensures that the ratio of the

between-cluster variation to the average within~cluster is "comparable (but not identical)

to the F-ratio in analysis of variance" (Hair, et al, 1987, p. 301).

A hierarchical clustering algorithm using Ward's Method, which calculates the

distance between two clusters as the sum of squares between the two clusters summed

over all variables was used in this study for data manipulation from the 41 Likert state-

ments. With this hierarchical clustering algorithm each observation starts out as its own

cluster and is joined by another close cluster in the next step to form a new aggregate

cluster. Eventually all individual clusters are joined together in successive steps to form

a new cluster which may result in a single large cluster or form what is referred to as a

derzdrogram or tree graph. (Figures l and 2).

A minor inconvenience with this technique is that it does not offer a standard

objective selection procedure for determining the number of clusters. However, a few

guidelines are suggested which range from using distances between clusters at successive

steps and stopping when the distance exceeds a specified value or when the successive

distances between steps makes a sudden jump to computing solutions for several differ-

ent numbers of clusters, and then deciding among the alternatives based on a priori cri-

teria. These may include practical judgement, common sense or what the researcher

deems to be the most meaningful and interpretable cluster solution. All these guidelines

were tried in this study and the computation of different cluster solution guideline pro-

vided the most satisfactory result.

The procedure for interpreting the cluster solution involved exarnining the 41

statements used to develop the clusters and then assigning a label that best or accurately
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described the nature of tl1e clusters. A four and three cluster solution was realized on

data for Third World planners and planning consultants, respectively (see Figures l and

2). A detailed discussion is presented in the next chapter. The SPSS—X computer

package was used for data preparation and analysis.
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Chapter IV

Analysis and Presentation of Results

The evidence about the professional culture of Third World planners and plan-

ning consultants working in Third World settings is presented in two sections in this

Chapter. In the first section results on Third World planners are presented, while section

two reports findings on planning consultants. Each sub-sample was analyzed separately

using the methodological techniques discussed in the previously Chapter. This approach

was used in order to establish the ‘conventiona1 wisdom’ ofeach group, which serves to

provide departure points for further comparative analysis. By presenting results in this

format it became feasible to draw comparisons between the two sub-samples with re-

spect to their subscribed world-views. Such a synthesis occurs in the concluding Chapter.

The Environmental Context of Third World Planners

Although much has been written and said about planning in developing coun-

tries, the planners themselves remain something of an enigma. This is somewhat ironic

given the fact that planners’ work has often been the focus of critical attention. Fur-

thermore, despite general Third World societal support for planning as an activity, there
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is considerable antagonism towards planners in the literature who are seen as part of the

establishmem acting in support of the interests of privileged classes and/or maintaining

the status quo (Soussan, 1981; Potter, 1985). Questions about who they are with respect

to their values, attitudes, professional role orientations, and social mores remain largelyl
answered. The main objective of this chapter, therefore, is to begin to fill the void in the

literature by. providing empirical information about the professional culture of Third

World planners and planning consultants working in areas of urban planning and man-

agement in developing countries. However, before embarking on such an exercise it

would be useful to briefly discuss the operational settings and issues confronting plan-

ners in the countries from which the sub-samples of Third World planners were drawn.

The overall aim is to provide a framework on which to base some inferences and spec-

ulation about planners’ professional culture in conjunction with what the data reveals.

The Opcrational Settings

India

India is sometimes described as the ‘largest democracy in the world’. With a

population estimated at 700 million in 1982 and a land surface area of 1.2 million square

miles the characterization could not be more fitting (Hall, 1980). Not only is India a

multi-cultural nation, organized politically on a federal basis, but it is characterized by

a wide range of economic and demographic contrasts. The interaction of these factors

inevitably affect the nature of its urban development and the character of its problems.

Although India has in the past been portrayed as a nation characterized by food

shortages and industrial backwardness, in recent years it has achieved agricultural self-

sufliciency as well as emerging as a major economic power in Asia. The achievements

consist of a large and powerful industrial base, a comparatively well-developed transport
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and communications network and a large supply of educated manpower. Despite these

achievements, India still remains a poor country by world standards with a GNP per

capita of S260 in 1984 (World Development Report 1986).

Demographically, India remains rural; only 25 per cent of its population was

urbanized in 1984. However, with over 150 million people living in cities and towns, it

has the third largest urban population in the world (Bhargava, 1981). In a recent study,

Lea and Courtney (1985) suggest that if current trends in urban population growth

continue, the total urban population will reach 300 million by year 2000. Unlike most

countries of the developing world wherein one or two large cities predorninate, India

entered the 1980s with more than 15 ‘mil1ionaire’ cities. Major urban agglomerations

which include Calcutta, Madras, Delhi and Bombay between them encompassed ap-

proxirnately 30 million people in 1981. And with a population growth rate of 3.3 per cent

a year their expansion is far from stabilizing. The incidence of rapid urban growth has

resulted in numerous problems: overcrowded housing, inadequate facilities and services,

deficient infrastructure, unemployment, and a proliferation of slums and squatter settle-

ments. Attempts to improve these conditions have proved notoriously difficult. This is

due in part to the intractable nature ofmany of these problems, and the lack of effective

planning, but is also the consequence ofwhat some analysts perceive to be bureaucratic

intransigence to change and the pursuit of inappropriate and unrealistic planning sol-

utions based on alien values (Soussan, 1981).

Regarding the shortcomings of the planning system, the root of the problem is

as much a current failure as is an extension of the country's colonial legacy. To illustratez

India entered the independence phase without a forrnalized comprehensive planning

system. Pre-independence efforts by the British to develop such a system were unsuc-

cessful due to lndia's size, multiplicity of urban centers and federal political structure.

Hall (1980) suggests that if India failed then, the post independence conditions have
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made the prospects for developing such a system even more difficult because of rapid

urbanization amongst the largest centers, population growth and attempts at industri-

alization. He concludes:
‘

'
As a result, the varicgated approach to urban planning and its administration, presents, on the onehand, an array of disparate urban and rural local bodies with separate jurisdiction and on the other,a wide range of variously overlapping functional authorities and other agencies controlled and di-rected by different state level authorities and departments (p. 43).

To improve the planning system at the sub·national level the Indian government passed

in the 1970s legislation which allowed states to establish urban development authorities,

particularly to assist with planning and development efforts in major cities. To date,

more than ten major cities (which include Calcutta, Madras, Delhi, and Bombay) have

functioning urban development authorities that receive financial support from the na-

tional government as well as from international donor agencies such the World Bank to

augment local capacity in planning and management. However, such efforts have not

been well received in some planning quarters. Thus:

The establishment of urban development authorities represents a piecemeal fragmentary approach
without solving and may be, even adding, to the chaos of subsystems within the metropolitan area
(Raj, 1978, p. 343).

Criticisms such as these, however, only tell part of the story. The other dimension to

planning in India concerns the role the profession has played in addressing the urban

challenge facing India. There is a general feeling that the profession has been wrapped

up in ‘technocratic and normative physical planning exercises’ rather than providing

workable solutions to the urban malaise that characterize India's cities. As Misra (1978)

explains: .

Urban planning has been least concemed with policy altematives for solving the various development
problems. lt has been so much engrossed in architecture and beautification, in engineering exercises
and professional isolation that it has paid almost no attention to social and economic framework for
urban planning. lt sees no contradictions in palatial houses with all the extravaganza one can thinkof on the one hand and mud walls and huts on the other. lts designs ofhouses, roads, sewage plants
and any other thing one can think of, is nothing but a replica ofwhat has been done in countries like
the USA. Planning is thus delinked from social and economic realities and consequences (Misra,
1978, p. 353).
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Some of the most blatant disabling consequences of professionalism are indeed found in

the planning and construction of India's new towns. In a case study of Bhubaneswar,

State capital of Orissa, Grenell (1972) amply demonstrated the extent to which the pro-

fession had endeavored to create physical symbols in its own se1f—image rather than ad-

dressing the socio-economic needs of the urban poor. He contends that the pattern of

physical development to emerge has been more reflective of alien westem values (plan-

ning principles and bureaucratic practices) which are consonant with those held by ad-

ministrative and elected officials. This pattem, according to Grenell, is reflected

throughout other Indian new towns with predictable outcomes: the marginalization of

the urban poor. For instance, far from improving environmental and housing conditions,

basic infrastructure services and associated urban amenities, job opportunities in low

income areas continue to deteriorate unabated.

Of late, however, there are signs that the profession has begun to modify its ori-

entation by incorporating socio-economic aspects into planning programs (World Bank,

1985). For example, non—conventional housing solutions such sites and services and

squatter upgrading schemes are now part of the planning idiom. Whether such overtures

will have a lasting effect must be assessed, on the one hand, against allegations that

some Third World countries have embraced sites and services and squatter upgrading

schemes simply to acquire soft interest loans from donor agencies (Payne, 1984) and on

the other the selective use of squatter eviction tactics by Indian authorities. For instance,

Gibney (1986) notes that the action to remove squatters as recently as 1985 in Boimbay

was upheld by the Indian Supreme Court. Undoubtedly, this and similar such actions

vindicate those in the planning profession who have constantly argued for the

‘de-elitization’ of urban planning in India. Thus:

An important institutional change in the country is in the field of planning. Planning in India, no
matter what its brand and what its spatial level, is essentially elitist and unrealistic. l\/luch of it is
ivory-tower planning with scant sensitivity to the human dimension of poverty....The problems that
small man who forms a majority in India faces, do not interest t.hem...It is unfortunate indeed that
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the elite planner sees a challenge when he designs a large dam, a large building or large factory, but
he sees no challenge in designing a plan, programme or scheme which will make the lives of millions
and millions of our countrymen a bit more livable...There is a great need for much of planning and
development activities being oriented to the poor (Misra, 1978, p. 357).

This mind set, alongside the difficulty of devising a planning system that responds ade-

quately to explosive urban growth, slum and squatter settlements and resulting pressures

on housing, infrastructure and public services, particularly within the context of under-

development is not unique to India. Rather, it typifies a general pattern in other Third

World countries grappling with the task ofplanning and development.

The Caribbean

As noted previously, the Caribbean countries from which data on planners were

collected include Jamaica and Barbados. Although the two countries are different in size

(Jamaica, the larger of the two, has an area 25 times that of Barbados and a population

11 times greater) share a number of salient features. Both countries share a British co-

lonial legacy (administrative and planning structures); they are classified by the World

Bank as middle income countries (although Barbados is clearly the more prosperous of

the two—per capita income is $3040 versus $1115 for Jamaica), and their island econo-

mies are based on tourism and export of primary products. As such they are heavily

dependent on multinational corporations and foreign capital. More importantly, they

are characterized by a high degree of urbanization (over 50 per cent) and high levels of

urban primacy as compared to other Third World countries (Potter, 1985; Payne, 1983).

For example, Jamaica's capital, Kingston, where about half the country's population

lives, is about 12 times larger than Montego Bay, the second largest town. This is also

the case in Barbados where almost 50 per cent of the total population is found in

Bridgetown, the capital. This uneven distribution and concentration of population in

both countries not only accentuates regional disparities, but also encourages rural-to-

urban migration on a large scale.
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The surge of rural migrants to cities has generated numerous social, economic

and environmental problems. Housing shortages, inadequate facilities and services,

structural decay, unemployment and burgeoning squatter settlements, are just a few ex-

amples underlying the conditions of major cities, particularly in Jamaica. As such most

of the efforts to grapple with problems of urban growth have concentrated in and

around the towns themselves, particularly in areas ofpublic housing and urban renewal.

These have ranged from squatter upgrading, sites and services schemes to high rise

apartments. However, their impact on current housing demand has been negligible

(Hudson, 1980). Beyond this micro focus, there are comprehensive planning initiatives

that are being pursued by each country as illustrated below.

A national planning system to correct the highly skewed settlement pattem noted

above, did not come into being in Barbados until 1970, two years after independence.

With technical assistance from the United Nations, the· Physical Development Plan for

Barbados was published in 1970 (only physical development for the island), with the

primary aim of deconcentrating population, economic activities and services out of

Bridgetown. Without spelling out details regarding specific components of the plan to

be implemented it would suffice to note the following observations.

As a document it appears to have succeeded in establishing the much needed data

base for articulating the is1and's growth pattems and functions, but failed in its devel-

opment thrust to realize the stated goals and/or provide planners with an effective in-

strument for correcting existing disparities. Needless to say no provision was made for

public participation in the planning sequence. As Potter (1985) explains:

The settlement pattern proposed seemed to take little heed of the existing distribution of population
and economic activities, or indeed, recent government locational decisions... Similarly, the plan took
little account of the disposition of high grade agricultural land and water catchment areas. ln short,
the document appeared to be more publishable than practicable. ln many respects, it amounted to
an idealistic application of central place notions, without any elfort being made to dovetail them to
local circumstances (Potter, 1985, p. 131).
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Beyond this, little can be said about the planning system in Barbados, other than that

the problems noted above continue to be the primary focus for planners and other de-

velopment organs.

Unlike Barbados, Jamaica has witnessed several national development plans

since achieving independence in 1962. For instance, the first National Physical Plan,

which sought to correct some of the disparities between Kingston and the rest of the is-

land was initiated in 1966 and updated in 1978 covering the period 1978-98. The im-

plementation of the various components of the plan at the national level is the

responsibility of three entities: the Town and Country Planning Department, the Na-

tional Planning Agency, and the urban Development Corporation. Of the three, the

Town and Country Planning Department has been in existence since 1957 (the other two

are post-independence creations) following the promulgation of the Town and Country

Planning Act of the same year, providing the statutory basis for all physical planning.

The National Planning Agency is more concemed with national economic planning,

even though some of its work overlaps with the former. The Urban Development Cor-

poration, on the other hand, functions as
‘a

developer in the public interest and to make

development happen in designated areas’. At the local level various local authorities

have jurisdiction over local planning matters which include zoning enforcement proce-

dures.

While this type of planning system was intended to approach the planning proc-

ess in an integrated fashion in reality it has achieved the opposite. Knight (1984) argues

that the multiplicity of planning agencies not only distorts the planning process, but also

hampers implementation. Part of the problem is attributed to the fact that the planning

system at the local level relies on outdated regulatory and enforcement procedures such

as the Development Order encompassing Kingston, which was enacted 20 years ago, for

cities many times smaller and less complex than today’s metropolitan (Rivkin, 1984).
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l
These criticisms notwithstanding, the planning system has an in—built grass-roots

orientation: it encourages community mobilization at all levels of planning. This is

achieved through a cadre of professional planners (community development officers)

who act as liaison between implementing agencies and the community. Their function

is characterized by three goals: a) develop cornrnunal selflconfidence and self-reliance;

b) bring about organized community action; and c) facilitate the flow of information

between the implementing agencies and the local communities. The significance of this

approach is how well it has been embraced by all implementing agencies as the following

observation by the Urban Development Corporation planners shows.

Finally, the experiences at the UDC indicate that for public agencies such as the UDC it is futile to
talk about community participation unless the agcncy as whole supports the idea. This is perhaps a
trille more difficult than first appears for the tendency ofurban-based technicians is towards top-down
planning and implementation. But the arguments against this are too well—known to be repeated here
(George, 1984).

Despite such efforts, however, the track record of implementation has been limited due

in part to lack of trained technical staff (Knight, 1984). More importantly, aside from

the country’s lack of adequate resources (a problem common to most developing coun-

tries), Jamaica has been experiencing an unusually severe economic crisis for the past

decade.

It is relevant to note here that Jamaica, in the mid-1970s under the leadership

of Michael Manley (1972 to 1980) attempted to limit its dependence on foreign capital

by charting a national program ofdevelopment based on the principle of economic and

political self-determination. This, of course, meant curtailing foreign control of the na-

tions’ productive sectors (agriculture, mining, etc) on the one hand, and espousing an

independent foreign policy on the other. Both strategies were vigorously contested and

opposed by the United States and US-based foreign companies. Consequently, Jamaica

was "quarantined", so to speak by the US administration: it reduced its foreign aid al-

location and made it difficult for Jamaica to obtain development assistance from agen-
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cies such as the International Monetary Fund (Manley, 1981). Realizing planning and

development efforts under these conditions, at any level, has been an impossible task.

lt is also significant to note that after the ouster of the Manley government in

1980, relations with the United States have greatly improved. But whether this has

provided Jamaica the much needed development resources is still unclear. What is clear

though, is that an interaction of these forces has made the task of planners and those

charged with realizing the country’s planning and development goals, even more diffi-

cult.

Zambia

Zambia, a country with a land area of 290,586 square miles is located in southem

central Africa and had an estimated population of 6.5 million in 1984. It achieved inde-

pendence from Britain in the comparatively calm waters of the 1960s. Yet today's

Zambia finds itself engulfed in "war" and economic turmoil: it is a launch pad for the

decolonization process of the last bastions of white supremacist regimes in Africa: South

Africa. These events have taken their toll on Zambia. As Turok (1979) acidly observes:

Hoping to make progress with its development in peace and order, it is surrounded by turmoil. Since
its landlocked on all sides (having eight frontiers to contend with) its transport routes remain a per-
petual worry. Hoping to establish some kind of rhythm in its export and imports, the sources of
supply are bedeviled by frequent incidents while some markets remain out of reach when mostSezcled. ...Zambia is subjected to all the vicissitudes of a war while it is not itself at war (Toruk 1979,

Although Zambia is classified as a middle-income country, to date it remains a mono- _

commodity export-based economy. Mining, particularly copper which is the mainstay

of the economy, has been severely curtailed by decline in the world demand for copper.

Consequently, Zambia is in the rnidst of a deep economic crisis. With no relief in sight

following the country’s rejection of a reputed punitive economic restructuring program

imposed by the IMF, the economic imperative is playing havoc on current and future
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planning and development efforts. How to escape from this trap is the country's major

preoccupation.Urbanization in Zambia as in most of sub-Saharan Africa was a colonial in-

vention (O’Connor, 1983). The discovery of mineral deposits in the north region and

construction of a railway line from South Africa determined the spatial distribution of

major urban areas. Segregationist planning and development policies were vigorously

enforced, limiting the movement of the indigenous population and only providing tem-

porary housing for those engaged in gainful employment. Thus, on the eve of inde-

pendence and the abolition of restrictive laws, Zambia experienced extremely high urban

growth rates (about 9 per cent per year). As of 1982, approximately 40 per cent of the

population lived in towns and cities, making Zambia one of the most urbanized coun-

tries in the continent (Jayarajan, 1979). However, most of the country's population is

concentrated in eight centers along the rail line, with five of the eight centers containing

60 per cent of the total population clustered in a 30 mile radius in the copper mining

region.

Post-independence urban plarming has, therefore, attempted to rectify the dual

pattem of cities inherited from the colonial era. Two policy initiatives, one to deal with

the physical pattern of class and racial segregation, and the other to increase the housing

stock through home ownership and self-help schemes have been pursued since in 1968.

Despite these programs, the housing situation in the major centers has not improved.

Currently, a substantial part of the urban low cost housing stock consists of Squatter

units and they continue to grow in size and number as rural-to·urban migration contin-

ues unabated. Although urban squatting presents an unsatisfactory solution to alter-

native housing, Zambian policy makers and planners seem resigned to the fact that

squatter settlements may well be a permanent irnplant in the built environment. ln fact,

the current view is to encourage improvement through self-help measures rather than
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'demolition (Pasteur, 1983). This realism is reinforced by the country's support of the

World Bank sponsored program for sites and services schemes and squatter upgrading

within the capital Lusaka in the early 1970s.

Generally, the planning system was inherited from the British and is centrally

driven. The Minister, who is vested with all administrative and legal powers for planning,

delegates the powers of plan preparation, development control and implementation to

statutory bodies known as Planning Authorities. These are found both at the regional

and local levels. Urban centers such as Lusaka constitute another tier. Another charac-

teristic feature of the planning system in Zambia is that the statutory provision for the

planning process only covers urban state land which constitutes 6 per cent of the coun-

try. Excluded are all mine land and mine townships with over half of the total urban

population. This exclusion, according to Jayarajan (1979), seriously undermines the

credibility of development plans.

Despite the emphasis placed on urban development lack of sulliciently qualilied

planners at all levels of planning activity has severely curtailed implementation, partic-

ularly the provision of urban shelter, services and infrastructure. This environment is

unlikely to improve given the current economic conditions.

Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe, a countrywith an area of 150,803 square miles and a population es-

timated at 8.4 million in 1985, has been independent only since 1980. However, its in-

herited economic structure is unusually favorable. It is characterized, in Wallerstein's

(1979) terms, as an example of ‘semi-peripheral capitalist development’. As such, it is set

apart from the rest of sub-Saharan Africa (except for South Africa) by virtue of having

ceased to be a mono-cornrnodity exporter almost a quarter of a century ago. lt has a

fairly diversilied and relatively developed modem sector as well as being endowed with
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natural resources (gold, tin, cobalt, nickel, chrome, coal, copper, etc.). Unlike India, it

falls in the category of middle-income countries like Barbados, Jamaica, and Zambia.

The forces that precipitated urbanization in Zimbabwe are fundamentally the

same as those that were at work in Zambia: the legacy of British colonialism. In his

typology of African cities, O'Cormor (1983) characterized the outcome of urban devel-

opment in Zimbabwe as essentially ‘European’ both from a design and planning stand-

point. The pervasive influence of Western values on Zimbabwe’s cities is best illustrated

by Davies when he states,

Their grid-iron central business districts, planned industrial areas, and ‘garden city’—type white sub-
urbs, express Western planning fashions of the day (Davies 1981, p. 75).

h
Nonetheless the inherited urban system places this southem African country in a unique

position among developing countries coping with the problems of planning and urban

development. First, only about 2.1 million people (25 per cent of the country’s popu-

lation) reside in cities and towns of 15,000 persons or more. However, the level of

urbanization is expected to grow rapidly in the next two decades because of the relaxa-

tion of restrictions which held down migration to cities before independence (Davies,

1981). Second, the geographical distribution of established urban centers, while far from

being complete, is sufliciently widespread and towns sufficiently diversified in size and

function to constitute an emergent urban system with numerous centers to act as

incubators for development activity (Davies, 1987). Finally, the push factors that have

been shown to stimulate rural/urban migration in other parts of the developing world

have not taken root on a large scale in Zimbabwe. In many respects, it would appear

that Zimbabwe is better positioned to plan and anticipate potential urban problems. In

fact since independence, the country has dovetailed urban policies with a rural develop-

ment planning strategy intent on minimizing the rate of rural-to-urban migration

through the establishment of growth points, district and rural service centers.
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The basis of these favorable conditions is the country’s strong centrally-

controlled planning system at the national level and an effective local planning system

at the local govemment level. The way the system works is as follows. Typically, central

government determines policy, allocates and approves all programs before implementa-

tion, while local authorities concem themselves with the actual implementation and ad-

ministration of programs. It appears that this arrangement serves the interests of both

the government and planners well. As Underwood (1987) observes:

As a result of this strict control it has been possible to ensure that sound town planning principles are
applied in the preparation of township layouts, and a fairly uniform approach has evolved, partic-
ularly with regard to design standards (Underwood, 1987, p. 29, own emphasis).

However, this approach to planning and management of urban development has not

been without its critics. Thus:

The rationalistic and technocratic view of town planning in plan preparation has masked important
socio-economic and political issues in terms of standards and what planning should achieve
(Wekwete, 1988, p. 71).

Despite these sentiments many observers including donor agencies credit Zimbabwe for

maintaining a planning system that, to paraphrase (Davies, 1987),
‘has

the wherewithal

to cope with rapid urban inllux’ known to outstrip local govemment capacity in other

Third World cities (Gasasira, 1981).

A case in point involves the methods used by authorities in dealing with the

problem of urban squatting. Using local authority controls urban authorities have

managed thus far to effectively control and discourage a surge in urban squatting, de-

spite the pressures increasingly exerted on the existing formal housing stock. Where such

measures have been ineffective —the demolition strategy is ruthlessly enforced. Such

action is usually backed by police power and by uncompromising political statements

condemning urban Squattßr settlements as ‘il1egal and crime-infested areas.’ Thus:

The squatters are called upon to retum to t.he rural areas, and if they refuse to comply with evacu-
ation orders, are generally rounded up, subjected to police screening and in some cases transported
to rural resettlement schemes (Underwood, 1987, p. 33).
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However, at the same time the authorities have generally taken a pragmatic attitude to-

ward squatting under conditions perceived by authorities to be in their best interest. A

typical example of such a posture concerns the squatter upgrading elfort outside the

capital, Harare, financed by international donor agencies.

Beyond these issues, Zimbabwe has only just begun to articulate comprehensive

planning initiatives as indicated in by recently published First Five Year Development

Plan 1986-90. One policy initiative currently in the works involves a national

urbanization policy to address a hierarchy of settlements starting with consolidated rural

centers up to the level of existing dominant cities of Harare and Bulawayo. (Almost

two-thirds of the country's urban population resides in these two cities). By adopting

such a strategy it is hoped that by the end of the plan period, the present urbanization

level of 25 per cent will have increased to 40 per cent. However, in the light of

Zimbabwe’s current level of development this rate would still be relatively small com-

pared to other developing countries. For instance, Zambia which is approximately 40

per cent urbanized has almost half Zimbabwe’s productive capacity. Nonetheless, if the

logic is to have development drive urbanization then Zimbabwe would have succeeded

where most have failed: the tendency to let urbanization race ahead of development.

Summary —

Despite the considerable variation in physical, cultural, economic, social and

political outlook, comparatively, the tive countries examined reveal similarities and dif-

ferences with respect to their urbanization experiences and the issues confronting plan-

ners. However, the signilicance of this exercise is not to be found in the levels and types

of comparisons that can be drawn from this variety, but rather in what each country's

description reveals about the contextual factors that planners are exposed to thereby
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potentially affecting their attitudes, role orientations and perceptions about problems.

It is these contextual forces that the analysis uses as departure points in an attempt to

illuminate the professional culture of planners operating in Third World settings.

Third World Planners: Who are we?

Social Characteristics of Third World Planners

This section attempts to shed light on the breakdown of the sample with respect

to age, educational background, and professional setting. As Table 5 shows, the typical

Third World planner in this study is a male of mid-career age and most likely to come

from a middle- or upper-middle class background. About 61 per cent of the total sample

come from homes where the heads of the household (fathers) held professional or man-

agerial positions. Only 21 per cent (the next largest single aggregate) come from semi-

skilled manual and service backgrounds. In terms of education, the great majority had

earned a first degree from a Third World institution, with almost two thirds of the

overall sample reading some combination of planning, architecture and geography, and

about one quarter reading engineering. The engineering discipline virtually disappears

at the higher degree level, however, where 80 per cent of all respondents with higher

degrees listed planning as the main discipline. Meanwhile, developed-country institutions

awarded a much larger proportion of second and third degrees (40 per cent and 60 per

cent, respectively, of the degrees awarded to respondents with two and three degrees).

These figures are consistent with trends that have been noted elsewhere (Banerjee 1985),

showing a steady increase of Third World planners seeking professional and advanced

training in developed-country institutions.

With the possible exception of where respondents received their education, it is

relevant to note that the general social composition exhibited by the study sample and
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Table 5. The social and occupational characteristics of Third World planners (as percentages)

(N = 111)

Age ‘
Social status (indicator: fat/zer': occzpation)

Under 30 21 Professional/managerial 61
30 - 39 43 Clerical 4
40 - 49 23 Skilled manual 5
50 Over _ 13 Semi-skilled manual/service 22

Unskilled 8

Sex
Male 85 ·
Female 15

Education
First main degree subject(s) Where degree awarded

Planning 22 Developed 22
Architecture/Planning 20 Developing 78
Geography 19 Socialist 0
Engineering 24 Not applicable 0
Other Social Sciences 12
Other 3

Second main degree subject(s) Where degree awarded
Planning 69 Developed· 35
Architecture/Planning 5 Developing 5 l
Geogaphy 5 Socialist 0
Engineering l Not applicable 14
Other Social Sciences 5
Other 1
Not Applicable 14

Third main degree subject(s) Where degree awarded
Planning 24 Developed 20
Architecture/Planning l Developing 13
Geography 3 Socialist 0
Engineering l Not applicable 68
Other S_ocial Sciences 3
Not applicable 68

Substantive field (Main Type of Employer
Professional Activity)

Research 6 lntemational Donor Agency 2
Admin/managerial 9 City/Urban Dev. Authority 22
Physical Planning 41 Central Government 41
Development Control 23 Local Government 14
Local Planning _ 6 Private Planning Firm 6
Other 15 Other 15
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the wide range of educational backgrounds reflected at the undergraduate level are all

characteristic traits that have been found to predominate among developed-world plan-

ners (Marcus, 1971; Knox and Cullen, 1981 on British planners; Howe and Kaufman,

1981; and Vasu 1979 on American planners).

In terms of current occupation, over 40 per cent were working for central gov-

ernment agencies and 36 per cent were working for local govermnent or urban develop-

ment authorities. Only 6 per cent were employed in private practice, although more than

35 per cent had previously been engaged in teaching (Table 6). When asked to indicate

their main professional activity or preoccupation, most (almost two thirds) listed phys-

ical planning and development control. The preeminence of these functions is not only

reflective of the endurance of British planning legacy (Rakodi, 1986; Alexander, 1983),

but also underscores the importance attached to managing and controlling land-use

functions. Less than 10 per cent were engaged in administration and/or management;

and only 6 per cent were in research (Table 5). What conclusions can be drawn from

these observations? First, based on the current occupations of respondents it can be said

that planning has become institutionalized as a public sanctioned and legitimated activ-

ity, as is the case in developed countries (Vasu 1979; Kirk 1980). Second, these statistics

provide a clue about the type of individuals who are more likely to select planning as

an occupational endeavor based on the coincidence of their personal traits and interests.

To investigate this issue respondents were asked an open-ended question about what it

was that had motivated them to become involved in urban planning.

ln examining the responses to this question, four broad themes emerged (al-

though it should be noted that some respondents gave more than one answer, thus

matching more than one of the themes, so that the percentages add to more than 100

per cent). The first theme can be characterized as challenge-seeking; it is dominated by

respondents’ interests in exercising power and influence in patemalistic ways. Examples
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Table 6. Employment history of Third World Planners (as percentages)

Previous Work Setting P1anr1ing·re1ated Not planning·related

Private practice 29 12
Teaching 25 11
National government 25 6
Local govemment (urban) 25 4
Local govemment (rural) 5 2
Other 21 6
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of responses that fit this category include comments such as, "Planning seemed to pro-

vide an opportunity to develop competence and requisite skills for leadership needed to

achieve human condition." The possibility that planning could provide the capacity and

necessary mechanisms and/or tools for addressing large scale problems is better ex-

pressed by the response of one practitioner, who stated, "The desire to become involved

in the development process and urbanization. I also wanted to be part of a field that is

at once challenging and satisf“ying." Some practitioners linked the interest in grand scale

planning to an explicit concem with articulating physical and human issues. As one

practitioner noted, "The challenge presented by cities and urban governance." And an-

other was even more forceful when he said, "The concem for the big picture." Such

motivations were mentioned by approximately 30 per cent of the respondents.

A rather different type of motivation, associated with a social agenda of some

kind, was mentioned by about 35 per cent of the respondents. A general pattern typify·

ing this interest is embodied in statements such as "The desire to make a contribution

to the improvement of living conditions of the poor.” Clearly many practitioners in this

group saw planning as a tool for correcting social maladies. As one practitioner

succinctly noted, "Caring about the world we live in and helping poor communities en-

joy some of the freedoms and benefits I have had." Similarly, another planner saw his

mission as "Improving the living conditions of' low-income urban dwellers."

A third theme, evident in. the responses of over 30 per cent of the sample, in-.

volved a concem for the physical environment. Indicative of this attraction were com-

ments such as: "The love for nature and the need for the environment to be protected

and husbanded while at the same time being utilized f'or development." Other practi-

tioners, while aware of their dual role to balance the social and physical aspects of" their

mission, were rather categorical about where their interests lay. As one respondent ob-

served, "The downward slide in the quality of life and especiallv of the physical envi-
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ronment." In a similar vein, another practitioner expressed his motivation in the

following terms: "Concern for the physical conditions of our cities and the development
I

of land around cities." g

The fourth major theme, mentioned by nearly 25 per cent of the respondents, is

associated with the strong influence of educational background. Examples of responses

that fit this genre include (a) "A natural off-shoot of architecture", and (b) "My enjoy-

ment of geography and the fact that planning is multidisciplinary and deals with people.

Also career options were better." Other respondents, while mentioning one of the other

attractions, often prefaced their interest with pragmatic considerations. As one planner

put it, "l had a strong geography background and the fact that there were not many

people yet in the profession and hence a ‘guarantee’ for a job and good financial re- ·

wards." Similarly:

Prior to joining the field, I had worked on a housing upgrading and planning project in Venezuela
for two years. The experience was sufllciently stimulating that I sought formal qualifications and
subsequent employment in the profession. Originally I was trained as an electrical engineer.

These themes are also reflected in the responses to another open-ended question:

‘What are the things you particularly like about the job you
do?’

Most of the responses

assumed the following tone: "The job provides the capacity to analyze difficult and -

challenging problems and to come up with imaginative ways of solving them." The per-

ception that the job performed was fulfilling and resulted in desirable outcomes is re-

flected in comments such as: "Providing low income people with adequate shelter and

improving their overall quality of life" OR "The ability to influence national environ-

mental policy issues."

In response to a parallel question about what respondents find frustrating or

what they dislike about their job, common themes to emerge included: (a) inadequate

resources, (b) bureaucratic inefficiencies, and (c) political interference. Only one re-
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spondent had no complaints, pointing out that "Frustrations are part of a planner’s job.

They should be treated as challenges."

The sense of frustration reflected in these themes, put into perspective the reali-

ties that Third World planners have to contend with. On the one hand, the issue of in-

adequate resources, both human and financial, is a real one: in some cases it leads to

total paralysis. As one respondent cogently observed, "Lack of adequate financial and

human resources and insufficient influence and power to speed up the implementation

of recomrnendations and plans prepared by our department." In fact, examples of well

conceived and well intentioned urban projects (from housing and road construction to

basic infrastructure service provision such as piped water, sewage systems, etc.) that re-

main on the drawing board or half implemented are abound in many developing coun-

tries (Blair, 1984; Lowder, 1986). On the other hand, ‘bureaucratic constipation’

manifests itself in various forms: it can be less responsive and creakily inefficient, ori-

ented more toward maintaining itself than toward producing a measurable output. Un-

der these circumstances, all segments of society, including planners who constitute a

sub-system of bureaucracy feel its crippling weight. As one respondent succinctly put

it, "Planning grinds to a halt when you have to constantly chase bureaucracy to do its

administrative bit."

Finally, the straw that seems to break the camel’s back is the political environ-

ment which defmes the operational context of planning. More specifically, political in-

terference, whether inter- or intra-institutional, affects the performance of the individual

planner in various forms; by limiting the way in which he can operate or the type of

proposals he can incorporate in his plans thus curtailing the impact he can exert on the

course of events. According to Conyers (1984), this situation may lead to
‘a

crisis of

conscience for the individual planner'. An illustration of both these conditions were

surnmed up by one respondent when he said, "Inabi1ity to get things done, a sense of
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unfulfilled promises — all a product of political interference when in reality politicians

lack a substantive understanding of the technical aspects of planning."

Despite these frustrations, an overwhelming majority (82 per cent) of the re-

spondents indicated, in response to another open·ended question, that they felt that they

were able to exert a significant impact on the outcomes of urban development. In am-

plifying this conviction, many respondents also provided some clues as to their profes·

sional world-view. For example, (a) "Determining the size, shape and structure of urban

areas and the level of facilities", (b) "Enforcing development control procedures and

encouraging public acceptance of planning requirements", and (c) "Able to influence

policy decisions affecting squatter settlements using technical skills."

In sum, what emerges from this analysis is a sense that there exists among Third

World planners a ‘collective ethos’ which remains guardedly optimistic, quietly confident

and content to steadfastly pursue its ideals, despite the odds. The question then is what

are the mental traits that sustain this penchant for survival? The answer to this question

is explored next.

Perceived Attributes of a Good Planner

As an initial examination ofprofessional orientations, respondents were asked to

indicate the importance of specific attributes of a planner working successfully in

a Third World setting. As Table 7 shows, some consensus is reflected in the high degree

of importance attached to professional integrity, to a sense ofvision for the future, and

to the possession of problem-solving skills. On the other hand, technical draftsmanship,

emotional sensitivity, the ability to follow orders, and a sound knowledge ofthe law were

generally regarded as being less important. Nevertheless, as the standard deviations in

Table 7 suggest, there was a good deal of variability in the responses to these questions.
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Table 7. Third World Planners: The perceived attributes of a good planner

Attribute
I

Rank l\«1ean‘l‘ Std. Dev.

Management ability 5 1.28 0.45
Technical Draftsmanship . 14 2.04 0.63

~ Professional Integrity l 1.10 0.34
Ability to follow orders 12 1.91 0.69
Social Awareness 4 1.20 0.40
Emotional Sensitivity 13 2.00 0.79
Problem-solving Skills 3 1.17 0.37
Sound Legal knowledge ll _ 1.84 0.64
Political Awareness 10 1.66 0.64
Sense of Public mission 9 1.52 0.60
Creativity 6 1.28 0.45
Spatial Awareness 7 1.32 0.56
Leadership Qualities , 8 1.45 0.56
Sense of Vision for the Future 2 1.13 0.36

‘l" Scale: (1) Extremely important, (2) Fairly important, (3) Not very important,

Af
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However, before exarnining this issue it is relevant to note that respondents were

also asked to identify additional attributes and skills deemed useful in their own opera-

tional setting. A majority of the respondents (35 per cent) emphasized the ability to work

with others, while interpersonal cornrnunication and organizational skills were stressed

by 18 per cent and 20 per cent, respectively, of the total sample. Other additional note-

worthy attributes include perseverance, technical grounding (e.g., economics or engi-

neering), and interdisciplinary skills. lt is instructive to note that most of these skills and
W

attributes have been advocated elsewhere in the literature (Baum, 1980; Tips, 1986;

Forester, 1980), as essential attributes and skills that planners need to possess to func-

tion successful, irrespective of the operational context.

To explore the variability in the responses to questions in Table 7, factor analysis

was used. The varimax rotation of the 14 quality attributes produced live statistically

signilicant factors, which collectively explain approximately 60 per cent of the total

variance. Table 8 shows communalities for each quality attribute. The results presented

in Table 9 allow only tentative conclusions: the leading factor accounts for less than 20

per cent of the total variance. Nevertheless, the composition of these factors points to

an interesting and coherent structure to respondents' perceptions of what makes for a

good planner. The leading dimension of differentiation among respondents (Factor 1) is

dominated by high loadings on managerial skills — management ability, leadership, and

sound legal knowledge. The second dimension (Factor ll) is based on a coherent but

rather different set of attributes which relate to planners roles as mediators —social

awareness, emotional sensitivity, sense ofpublic mission, political awareness, and ability

to follow orders. The third and fifth factors do not lend themselves so easily to such in-

terpretative constructs: but the fourth factor can clearly be interpreted in terms of a

cluster of attributes relating to creativity.
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Table 8. Third World Planners: Communalities of perceived attributes of a good planner
Item Communality

Professional Integrity .51
Management ability .56
Problem-solving skills .54
Social awareuess .74
Creativity .69
Political awareness .57
Sense of vision for the future .35
Sense of public mission .58
Leadership qualities .63
Emotional Sensitivity .60
Spatial awareness „ .65
Sound legal knowledge .53
Ability to follow orders .45
Technical draftsrnanship .66
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The Conventional Wisdom

In order to probe more deeply into attitudes to the specific issues that confront

planners in Third World settings, each respondent was asked to respond to 4l attitudinal

statements. For the reader's assistance, these questions extracted from the Questionnaire

are listed below:

l. "Planners should be primarily trained to develop technically correct solutions"

2. "Airnless policy drift has been the major cause of rapid increase in urban
population of developing countries"

3. "The answer to the urban dilemma of developing countries lies in indigenous theory,
indigenous design and indigenous planning"

4. "The existing approach to planning in developing countries is not only and static,
technocratic but also unrelated to overall national development plans, objectives
and constraints"

5. "The standards for housing, public facilities, etc, in developing countries are so un-
realistically high that a great majority of the people can never reach them"

6. "Urban planning has been so much engrossed in architecture and beautification in
engineering exercises and professional isolation that it has paid almost to a social
and economic framework for urban planning"

7. "Planners think big while the economic reality is such that people cannot afford to
do so"

8. "Western technology ...is irrelevant in developing countries where there is mass un-
employment and the only unlimited resources for development are human
resources"

9. "Planning in developing countries, no matter what its brand and what its spatial
level, is essentially elitist and unrealistic. Much of it is ivory tower planning with
scant sensitivity to the human dimensions of poverty"

10. "Developing countries must take advantage of their backwardness by learning from
the urban experiences of technologically advanced countries"

ll. "The benefits of urban planning accrue to a very small elite; the majority of urban
dwellers remain unaffected or suffer disbenefits"

12. "Planners in developmg countries are ambivalent about technical matters which are
essential for effective urban interventions"

13. "Planners do not have the methodology at their disposal to handle the peculiar
problems developing countries are facing, for most of them were trained in Western
universities and institutions"
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14. "The insulation of planners from political whims and their claim to professional ex-
pertise enables them to better interpret public mandates"

15. "Urbanization is process, and there is no way you can deal with it on a project-by-
project basis"

16. "The primc responsibility of the planner is to safeguard people from inappropriate
development"

17. "Third World planners are ill-equipped to deal with problems of rural-urban mi-
gration, squatter settlements and unregulated informal sector activities"

18. "Planners working in major Third World cities should encourage self~help ap-
proaches to housing and services provision"

19. "Popular urban strategies such as sites and services, slum upgrading or self-help are
merely palliatives that institutionalize poverty in cleaner shantytowns"

20. "A p1anncr’s effectiveness is based primarily on his/her reputation for objective, ac-
curate and in-depth analysis"

21. "Planners should try to influence decisions primarily by disseminating and facilitat-
ing the use of technical planning information"

22. "Planning is primarily a political activity"

23. "Thc price being paid by taxpayers to improve the environment is too high"

24. "Planners should accept and work within the rules of their agencies, even if they do
not always agree with them"

25. "The planner's job is to understand the point of view of the administration he or she
serves, and assist it in achieving its objcctives"

26. "Planners have a special responsibility to ensure that resources are distributed to the
have-nots of the community, particularly the poor"

27. "Private developers have little or no concern for the good of the community as a
whole"

28. "Planners know the needs of the community better than residcnts"

29. "ln the planning process, planners should stake their values in competition with
. those of others and openly strive to achieve them"

30. "The true participants in the process of city building in developing countries are
squatters and illegal sub-dividers not planners as popularly assumed"

31. "Planners working in developing countries are too concemed about protecting the
environment and not enough about improving the socio-cconornic conditions of the
poor"

32. "The informal sector serves a critical function in the urban economics of Third
World cities and should be promoted by all means possible to facilitate economic
development"
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33. "Tlie training of planners prepares them to respond instinctively to issues concem-
ing equity and equality in the delivery of services to various members of the com-
munity"

34. "People have a right to determine who lives in their neighborhood"

35. "Planners should involve citizens in every phase of the planning process"

36. "Planners should recognize that private developers generally give people what they
want"

37. "Citizens should not have veto power over planning policies drawn up by profes-
sionals"

38. "Third World planners regard western style solutions and standards as the norm
and apply them in extremely divergent cultural, social and environmental circum-
stances with insufficient critical appraisal of their true worth"

39. "lnternationa1 donor agencies (e.g., World Bank, USAID, etc.) are acting in the best
interest of developing nations when they insist on measures such as cost recovery,
project replicability, and elliciency of implementation in the supply of urban
services"

40. "An appropriate response to the problem of squatter settlements is to prevent the
formation of new squatter settlements, the eradication of existing eyesores and re-
placing them by orderly and appropriately designed housing projects"

41. "Lack of coordination between planning authorities and other government agencies
responsible for the provision of urban services and infrastructure is one of the major
problems impeding planning efforts in developing countries"

The responses to these attitudinal statements provide a rich source of information on the

role orientations of Third World planners. As a point of departure for further analysis,

Table 10 lists all the statements which elicited strong agreement (an overall average of

2.5 or less on the 7-point scale) or disagreement (an overall average of 4.5 or more) and

a reasonably low level of variability (standard deviations of 1.9 or less). What emerges

from this exercise is a conventional wisdom that is pragmatic and grassroots-oriented,

and that seeks to balance environmental issues against the onslaught of economic de-

velopment.

Thus, there is, in overall terms, a strong commitment to citizen participation, the

needs of the poor, the role of the informal sector, and the utility of self-help and sites-

and-services programs (statements 35, 26, 32, and 19); and strong disagreement with any
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Table 10. The ‘conventional wisdom’ among Third World Planners

Statement* Mean S.D.

16 2.5 1.8 (Agree)
18 2.0 1.4 "
20 2.1 1.5 "
21 2.2 1.5 "
25 2.2 1.4 "
26 2.2 1.5 "
32 1.7 1.3 "
35 1.9 1.4 "
9 4.5 1.9 (Disagree)

13 4.8 1.9 "
19 5.0 1.9 "
23 4.7 1.9 "
28 5.0 1.9 "
31 4.6 1.9 "
37 4.8 1.9 "

‘
* A copy of the Questionnaire can be found in Appendix A
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suggestion that the pressure on economic development in Third World countries should

take precedent or displace concern for environmental protection (statement 31). At the
V

same time, the Third World planners' conventional wisdom does not subscribe to the _

view that Western-based training or Western models, methodologies and theories are

inappropriate to its mission (statements 38 and 13). It is also interesting to note that

there is strong disagreement with the suggestion that their profession is elitist and unre-

alistic (statement 9).

In sum, then it can be said that the conventional wisdom among Third World

planners, although pragmatic and grassroots-oriented is steeped in managerialism and

technocracy. In other words, managerialism and its associated skills (technical,

problem·solving and organizational) are a major component of the job philosophy of -·

Third World planners. This apparent contradiction was also noted by Tips (1986) in a

recent study of Third World planning students, where ‘Although people-centered plan-

ning, participation, communication, bottom—up planning etc [were] seen as solutions, at

the same time the style of planning advocated (demanded) more stringent controls and

a dissociation of planning (planners) from politics (politicians)’ (p. 289). It is not clear, _

however, whether this ambiguity is a product of uncertainty about role concepts or

simply a product of socialization to rather different demands of substantive issues (pov-

erty, housing, resources, etc.) on the one hand and procedural issues (‘getting things

done’) on the other hand. This distinction may also help to explain why, on the one

hand, contrary to the literature on development and planning, most planners in this

study, did not regard Western concepts, methods or training in developed country insti-

tutions as inappropriate to their professional roles and, on the other, the rejection of

their portrayal as elitist.
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A typology of Third World Planners

Standard deviations for many of the attitudinal statements outside this conven-

tional wisdom show that a true consensus, indicative of a unilied world-view, did not

exist among the respondents. It was therefore hypothesized that there were distinctive

. sub-groups with rather divergent world-views. To explore this idea, a cluster analysis
\

was undertaken, using Ward's method of clustering and data from the 41 Likert state-

ments. A four-cluster solution was derived from this analysis, revealing some interesting

differences in role orientations and world-views.

The largest group (n =32) was characterized by average scores which were

closely parallel to the ‘convemional wisdom’ for the overall sample, although they tended

to have a proclivity for conservatism and a technocratic orientation. They tended to

agree more decisively, for example, with the proposition that planners should be prima-

rily trained to develop technical competence (statement 1) and with views of planning

as an apolitical activity (statements 14 and 22).

The second group (n = 29) can be characterized as ‘defensive’. They disagreed

decisively with suggestions that planning in Third World countries is static, elitist and

technocratic, that standards are unrealistically high and unrealistically grandiose, that

lack of inter-agency co-operation is a serious problem, and that Westem-style solutions

are imposed in inappropriate circumstances (statements 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, ll, 38 and 41).

The third group (n = 19) can be characterized as ‘paremaIistic’. As a group they

disagreed strongly with propositions that planners should openly state their values

(statement 29), that they are ill-equipped to deal with urban problems (statement 17),

that many planning strategies are cosmetic (statement 19), and that people have a right

to determine who lives in their neighborhood (statement 34). They are also distinctive
‘
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for their alignment with the notion that intemational donor agencies are acting in the

best interests of Third World nations (statement 39).

The fourth—and in many ways most interesting—group (n = 31) can be charac-

terized as ‘radicaI’. They are distinctive for their high levels ofagreement with portrayals

of Third World urban planning as static, elitist and technocratic (statements 4, 5 ll).

They support the view that Westem solutions are often applied inappropriately (state-

ment 38), and that the true agents of urban development are not professional planners

but members of the informal sector (statement 30). Not surprisingly, they disagree

strongly with the idea of eradicating squatter settlements (statement 40) and with the

claim (statement 14) that planners' bureaucratic position enables them to better interpret

public mandates.

ln sum, the hypothesis that the professional culture of Third World planners

consists of distinctive subgroups with divergent world-views is clearly bome out by the

analysis. What is unclear, however, is what accounts for these diverse role orientations?

What kind of factors are associated with the stereotypical Third World planner? More

specifically, what kind ofbackground and professional experience produces, for example,

the ‘conventional wisdom’ among Third World planners?

As previously noted, both the professional ideology and the values and attitudes

that form the world-view of the professional culture of planners have been shown in

other studies to be alculmination of the processes of selective recruitment, socialization

during formal education, working experience, professional discourse, and career struc-

ture (Alterman and Page, 1973). To this end, cross-tabulations of the four distinctive

sub-groups derived from the cluster analysis with data on respondents’ nationality, age,

class background, educational history, and professional setting were undertaken. The

results of this exercise provide at least some clues to the questions raised.
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The defensive group, for example, was found to contain a disproportionately

large number of planners who received their undergraduate degrees in a developed- _

country institution together with a high proportionate of planners from Zimbabwe. On

the other hand, both the paternalistic and groups contain a substantial number

of planners who read for their first degree in Third World settings. Interestingly the

former group is dorninated by planners from India (79 per cent) while the latter (that is,

radical) contains disproportionately large numbers of planners from Zambia and the

Caribbean with the remainder evenly split between planners from India and Zimbabwe.

Meanwhile, the group subscribing to the overall conventional wisdom is drawn from a

variety of national, educational and professional backgrounds.

On the whole, the analysis points to a statistically significant relationship be-

tween the location of the training institution awarding first degree and planners’ dispo-

sition toward a particular role orientation (X2 = 7.12 3df p < .04). This observation is

borne out by the fact that the location of the institution awarding the second degree has

no apparent relationship on p1anners’ disposition toward subscribed world-views since

there are as many planners educated in developed-country institutions as there are for

Third World settings. Surprisingly, age and professional setting bear no significant re-

lationship on planners’ subscribed world-views, nor is the subject discipline selected for

both undergraduate and graduate education and/or training.

However, an exarnination of the specific operational settings discussed earlier,

does provide plausible explanations for the existence of these divergent world-views. lt

is possible, for example, to begin to answer the following questions: Who are the radi-

cals? What factors cause Zimbabwean planners to cluster in the defensive group? Re-

garding the latter, two general observations can be made. First, a close exarnination of

the data shows that Zimbabweans also constitute a majority of those educated in a

developed-world setting. This can be explained by the fact that before 1980 (the year
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Zimbabwe achieved independence) planning practice as well as professional training at

the local university was an exclusive preserve of white planners—in-keeping with the

white minority government's policies of ‘separate development’. In anticipation of inde-

pendence, other groups (such as Asians and Africans) wanting to be planners sought

training in developed countries. At independence these individuals retumed home to fill

the void created by the departing white professional planners. In fact, respondents' own

data shows this to be the case as indicated by length of service in the current position.

While this point reflects the historical circumstances of the country the clustering of

Zimbabwean planners in this defensive group is significant for one important reason: it

provides a basis for explaining the group's professional role orientation.

As previously noted, of all the countries examined, Zimbabwe is the only one

that gives the appearance of operating a planning system (fostered by a favorable eco-

nomic and infrastructure base, articulated urban system, etc.) that is perceived to be

effective at both the national and local levels government—thus ensuring the application

of ‘sound planning principles’ and ‘design standards’ in the forrnulation and implemen-

tation of plans and programs (Underwood, 1987). Besides, the country is yet to experi-

ence, on a large scale, the type of pressures resulting from rapid urban growth

(proliferation of squatter settlements, housing shortages, inadequate services and facili-

ties, etc.) which have been shown to outstrip the capacity ofurban govemments in other

Third World cities (Rondinelli, 1986). Thus the general mind-set of Zimbabwean plan-

ners and/or other practitioners functioning in such a setting is one characterized by op-

timism, measured aggressiveness, belief in the system of planning and methods applied.

Simply put, for these planners the planning system works. Under such conditions it is

only logical to expect a defensive posture among these planners for they do not sense

any contradiction or contlict between the methods they use in the process of planning

and the final outcome. One might infer, therefore that the role orientation espoused by
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this defensive group is highly positively correlated to the favorable conditions provided

by the local context (socio-economic, political, etc.) and the institutional context of

planning.

Who are the radicals? What factors help explain the disproportionately high

clustering of planners from Zambia and the Caribbean in this group? A possible expla-

nation may relate to the contextual forces planners from these countries are exposed to. ·

In this context it is interesting to note that of the planners. from the Caribbean a signiß

icant majority were Jamaicans. The relevance of this observation is that these two

countries (Jamaica and Zambia) share a number of salient features. Both countries ex-

hibit structural conditions of underdevelopment. With mono-commodity export-based

economies (mining being dominant in Zambia, sugar, mining and tourism in the case of

Jamaica) they are vulnerable to all the vicissitudes ofworld markets.
I

Plagued by economic stagnation and decline, Jamaica and Zambia find them-

selves hard-pressed to conduct any meaningful planning at any level. Furthermore, they

find it difficult to maintain in functional condition whatever planning infrastructure

might be in existence in urban areas in the face of continuing unabated urbanization

(Hudson 1980; Jayarajan 1979). Not surprisingly, planners operating under these con-

ditions have been forced to adjust their expectations, and modify planning techniques

and prescribed solutions because of the disillusionment associated with the modus

operarzdi of the conventional wisdom. This is evidenced by their early acceptance of

selflhelp housing solutions such as sites and services and squatter upgrading before they

even became part of the tool-kit ofconventional wisdom. As Pasteur explains in relation

to Zambia: -

Lusaka and its large-scale squatter upgrading and site and services project provide one example of
the growing acceptance during the l970’s of a range of aided self·help housing strategies and policies
directed at dealing with the problems ofurban growth in developing countries (Pasteur, 1983, p. 112).
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lt could also be argued that the appearance of radicalism is directly correlated

with the frustration that planning professionals face in the operational context of

Jamaica and Zambia. This radicalism may be in part due to not only the inappropriate

application of Westem solutions in a Third World milieu, but also in large measure
A

exacerbated by intemational aid agencies such as the Intemational Monetary Fund

(IMF) and their insensitive approaches and solutions in dealing with Third World

problems. A typical example ofsuch practice concems IMF planners' tendency to apply,

sometimes in zoto, monetarist dcmand~management approaches, despite the fact that

these were designed to cure ailments of developed—world economics. Not surprisingly,

such approaches have largely been unsuccessful in rcstructuring economic ills of some

Third World countries (Girvan, 1980). It would suflice to say that both Jamaica and

Zambia have experimented with such prescriptions, but to no avail (Manley, 1981). It

seems reasonable, therefore, to infer that the proclivity for radicalism results when

planners' ability to function in the conventional mold is curtailed, on the one hand, by

a hostile Third World operational context and on the other, is compounded by what is

perceived to be manipulation by extemal institutions.

The group subscribing to the patemalistic world-view does not lend itself so

easily to a clear pattern of explanation, save for limited speculative remarks. As ob-

served, it is dorninated by planners from India. How can this phenomenon be explained?

In order to reasonably explain the significance of the high proportion of Indian planners

within the patemalistic group it would be necessary to situate this fact in the Indian

context. India has the third largest bureaucracy ir1 the world after the USSR and China

(Goodsell, 1985). This bureaucratic system is also renowned for its adherence to the

principles of bureaucratic practice and professionalism and therefore not surprisingly its

utility as a catalyst for social change remains contentious. As Singhi (1975) has ob-

served:
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The present-day bureaucratic system weighs too heavily in favor of routine administrative tasks and
is unsuitable for the achievement of goals of national development (p. 321).

He contends that the bureaucratic structure, a legacy ofBritish colonialism, has not only .

been unhelpful in the realization ofdevelopment goals, but has also adversely influenced

the pace and quality of social change. Since planners form a sub-structure within the

bureaucracy (over 70 per cent of Indian planners surveyed worked in the public sector),

it seems logical to expect their world—views to be coincidental with bureaucratic values

which have been developed within what Singhi calls a ‘caste-like system' where position

is acquired and maintained by the use of power which emanates from the privileged

status of being a professional and a technocrat.

lt is from this position within the bureaucratic hierarchy that Indian planners

claim legitimacy (via technical expertise) for defining the problems to be solved as well

as deterrnining solutions for resolving societal problems. This view, steeped in

paternalism and elitism, is reinforced by this group’s strong endorsement of the state-

ment that ‘planners know the needs of the community better than its residents’. Not

surprisingly, there has been a call amongst the Indian planners for the ‘de~elitization’ of

the planning profession (Misra, 1978). It is therefore possible to infer that where urban

planners have a paternalistic predisposition they are more inclined to perpetuate the

socio-political status quo in order to maintain their own position rather than to

genuinely address the pressing problems of the urban poor.

In conclusion, while the aforegoing has helped to put in perspective the profes-

sional culture of planners operating in Third World settings a number of questions still

remain. Are the role orientations exhibited by the sample in this study common to

planners elsewhere ir1 the Third World? More importantly, are they shared by

Westem-based planning consultants concemed with Third World planning and devel-

opment issues? This latter issue is explored in the succeeding section.
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i
_ Planning Consultants: The Third World Interface

Developing countries have available to them a cadre of professional planners

(planning consultants) from the developed world, who have devoted their professional

or academic careers to the problems of the developing countries either as individuals or

through such bilateral and multilateral agencies such as the World Bank and the United

States Agency for International Development. Collectively, these individuals exert con-

siderable influence on the development agenda of developing countries, especially in re-

lation to policy prescriptions. For instance, there has been a fundamental shift in the last

two decades in shelter policies in developing countries due in part to the efforts of John

Turner, who led a crusade in developing countries questioning the negative oflicial view

of self-help approaches. But it was not until international donor agencies threw their

weight behind these ideas that self-help measures became institutionalized and made part

of the conventional wisdom. Today sites and services, and squatter upgrading projects

are widely accepted as viable means to provide housing for low-income populations

throughout the developing world (Lim, 1987).

The powerful influence exerted by the policy ideas emanating from these insti-

tutions is also enhanced by the actual physical presence of planning consultants in de-

veloping countries participating in project formulation and implementation which serves

to reinforce their dorninance. As Dyckman et. al., observe,

The foreign experts lend prestige to a project, add glamour to the local development schemes, and
introduce such novelties as systems analysis, simulation models, computer displays, critical paths,
linear programs and benefit cost and impact analysis (1984, p. 421).

Potentially, this has the effect of sustaining the values and attitudes of Third World

planners. Yet very little is known about planning consultants’ values and attitudes. Do

they, for example, share a common set of values and attitudes with their Third World

counterparts? What is the conventional wisdom among planning consultants with rc-
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gard to key issues such as housing and infrastructure standards, the role of the informal

sector, the importance of self-help, public participation and so on? ls this conventional

wisdom similar to that of Third World planners? This section explores these questions

by first looking at the background characteristics of planning consultants.

Planning Consultants: Who are you?

Socio-economic profile and motivations

Table Il contains the background characteristics of planning consultants in

terms of age, educational background and professional setting. The typical planning

consultant in the sample is a seasoned professional male in his mid-40s. In terms of ed-

ucation, over three quarters (83 per cent) had received their first degree from an institu-

tion in the developed-world compared to only l7 per cent educated in a Third World

institution. About two-thirds held an undergraduate degree majoring in architecture and

planning or in a social science discipline other than geography and planning. With re-

spect to higher degrees, almost two-thirds held a masters or doctorate in planning with

one-third qualifying in a social science discipline. As expected, almost all the respondents

received their higher degrees from a developed-world institution. In terms of current

occupation, approximately one-half worked for international donor agencies and the

remainder were employed by universities. Those in the former were engaged in the ad-

ministration and management of aid programs (58 per cent), consulting (22 per cent),

and project planning (20 per cent); those in the latter were, not surprisingly, engaged

principally in teaching and research. More important perhaps, an overwhelming majority

(97 per cent) had some kind ofwork experience in the Third World.

In response to an open-ended question about what it was that had motivated

them to become involved in urban planning, the answers fell into three broad themes:
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Table ll. The social and occupational characteristics of Planning consultants (as percentages)

(N = 75)

AGE Sex
Under 30 Male 88
30 - 39 17 Female 12
40 - 49 64
50 Over 19

Education
First main degree subject(s) Where degree awarded

Planning 4 Developed 83
Architecture/Planning 27 Developing

i
17

Geography 14 Socialist 0
Engineering 7 Not applicable 0
Other Social Sciences 37
Other 7
Not Applicable 4

Second main degree subject(s) Where degree awarded
Planning 43 Developed 92
Architecture}Planning 12 Developing 3
Geography 9 Socialist
Engineering 3 Not applicable 5
Other Social Sciences 25 ”
Other 3
Not Applicable 5

Third main degree subject(s) Where degree awarded
Planning 31 Developed 57
Architecture/Planning 3 Developing
Geography 8 Socialist
Engineering 0 Not applicable 43
Other Social Sciences 13
Other 3
Not applicable 43

Substantive field (Main Type of Employer
Professional Activity)

Research ll Internationa.l Donor Agency 53
Admin/management 43 University 47
Project Planning 10 Other 0
Consulting 12
Other 14

LDC work experience
Yes 97
No 3
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‘social agenda’, ‘challenge seeking’, ‘intellectual idealism’. The social agenda was the

most common of the themes, constituting 45 per cent of the respondents who saw the

possibility of using planning as a vehicle for social change. To these respondents plan-

ning addressed directly the forces that perpetuate social differentiationz
Planning is a means of correcting biases in the market system and a tool to provide information and
allocation of resources for future development—subject to constraints of social objectives.

The possibilities for planning were not seen only in terms of its mechanistic manifesta-

tion but also carried a missionary message of personal conviction as one respondent put

it,

Desire to preserve and foster communications while helping people especially the vulnerable adjust
to modern industrial growth. l am a classic do-gooder with hubris. The hubris has faded ·-not the
ideas and goals.

However, most responses typifying this particular theme can be summarized by the fol-

lowing quotations

Social concern for the low income groups and the desire to contribute to the improvement of the city,
the highest and noblest creation of mankind.

and:

Interest in economic and social development of urban centers, municipal management, and the po-
tential to improve living conditions for low-income groups and to promote social equity.

The second theme, characterized as challenge seeking, was mentioned by 35 per

cent of the sample. As one respondent explained, "My commitment to Third World de-

velopment and the desire to make a contribution to the material well·being of those

commonly referred to as ‘less developed’." The potential for social engineering on a

grand scale, seems to provide a liberating stimulus for some respondents whose careers

were either stagnating or less satisfying. For instance, respondents often contrasted the

narrowness of their occupations at the time with the broader scope and opportunities

of planning. Thus:

My initial interest was architecture and soon realized that there was little point in carrying on with
an elitist profession while something could be done for the majority of the people living in cities.

Another respondent put it even more bluntly when he said,
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The challenge. lt was intellectually stimulating, potential for innovation—breaking new ground. l was
not all that convinced at the time that people were doing it right when I decided to go into planning
and environmental design.

A very different kind of motivation, associated with Intellectual Idealism was mentioned

by approximately 30 per cent of the sample who were attracted by the potential for ap-

plying theoretical constructs to practical problems] Examples fitting this category in-

clude "My work as an urban designer/political theorist makes it impossible not to come

into contact with planning." OR "The most meaningful type of ‘applied sociology’ to

which I have been exposed." Generally, however, the views of this theme are incorpo-

rated in the following quotation:

To acquire more knowledge and understanding of the urban social, economic, political and cultural
systems and to make a minor contribution toward its well-being.

The three themes summarizing the respondents motivation for becoming involved in

urban- planning are significant in two respects. The first relates to their coincidence with

the philosophical underpinnings of the planning profession identified in the literature

(Glass, 1959; Faludi, 1973; Dyckman, 1961). More importantly, they provide some hints

about the characteristic traits that form the basis of the respondents' professional

world-views.

In order to probe more deeply into this issue, respondents were asked to indicate

the importance of specific attributes to a ggg planner to function successfully in a given

operational context. Table 12 contains means, standard deviations and rankings of at-

tributes as perceived by respondents. The results show that -respondents attached great

importance to such qualities as professional integrity, management ability, problem-

solving skills, social awareness, and creativity. Conversely, technical draftsmanship,

ability to follow orders, sound legal knowledge and emotional sensitivity were regarded

not as important. However, as the standard deviations show there is ample variability

7 lt should be noted that some respi>ndents’ answers matched more than one of the themes. Consequently,
percentages for all types of responses add to more t.han 100.
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Table 12. Planning consultants: The perceived attributes of a good planner

Attribute Rank Mean? Std. Dev.

Management ability 2 1.05 0.52
Technical Draftsmanship 14 2.56 0.79
Professional Integrity l 1.05 0.23
Ability to follow orders 13 2.03 0.87
Social Awareness 4 1.17 0.38
Emotional Sensitivity 10 1.64 0.71
Problem-solving Skills 3 1.09 0.29
Sound Legal knowledge 12 2.01 0.60
Political Awareness

R
6 1.22 0.45

Sense of Public mission 8 1.55 0.68
Creativity 5 1.22 0.42
Spatial Awareness ll 1.76 0.69
Leadership Qualities 9 1.57 0.68
Sense of Vision for the Future 7 1.39 0.57

? Scale: (1) Extremely important, (2) Fairly important, (3) Not very important,
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in the responses to the questions, which suggests that important attitudinal clusterings

l may be masked.

To explore this possibility, the responses to the questions on attributes were

factor analyzed (Tables 13 and 14). As Table 14 shows, the leading factor which ac-

counts for more than 22 per cent of the explained variance combines a set of attributes

which can be associated with ‘pragmatism’ —problem-solving analysis, political aware-

ness, emotional sensitivity, and sound legal knowledge. The high loadings, in particular

on problem-solving analysis and political awareness suggests that technical integrity and

political effectiveness are critical tenets in the planning ethos of the sample. The second

leading factor ‘Ieadership’ equates leadership qualities with a sense of vision for the fu-

ture. What this suggests is that in planners' world-view there is an underlying belief that

they [planners] can provide the leaders required to steer and resolve societal problems.

More importantly, combined with this belief is a strong ideological underpinning that

planners as leaders not only can guide society in achieving its goals but also possess the

vision of what society should aspire to be. In other words, at the very basic minimum

planners assume a coincidence between society's vision and that of their own. Dyckman

et. al., (1984) capture the essence of this belief when they state:

While there is no theoretical or practical agreement on the weight to be alforded to the future in the
PTCSCTII., l.l'1CTC is COTISCIISUS Bl'TlOl'lg plB|’lTlCTS l.l'lBl l.hCy BTC gUBTdlBI1S Ol-B l'Ul.UTC ITIICTCSI, OT BI least l.l'lC
professionals chosen to throw light upon its contours (p. 216).

The third dimension ‘rulesy"oIlowing’ is based on two attributes éability to follow

orders, and a sense of public mission —convey a rather interesting meaning. Although

these attributes are not explicitly espoused on a daily basis they represent the comer-

stones upon which the professional culture of planners or would be planners is predi-

cated. Simply put, these are characteristic traits that differentiate professionals driven

by personal gain and those operating in the public domain. Factor four combines a set

of attributes which relates to planners’ roles as ‘technicaI‘ -spatial awareness, manage-
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Table I3. Planning Consultants: Communalities of perceived attributes of a good planner
Item Communality

Professional Integrity .54
Management ability .70
Problem·solving skills .75
Social awareness .57
Creativity .79
Political awareness .67
Sense of vision for the future .57
Sense of public mission .66
Leadership qualities .72
Emotional Sensitivity .61
Spatial awareness .51
Sound legal knowledge .41
Ability to follow orders .66
Technical draftsmanship .35
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ment ability, and technical draftsmanship. It is significant to note that management

ability loads negatively on this dimension. This is not surprising considering that re-

spondents (planning consultants) are more unlikely to perceive their functional roles in

the traditional management mold, where it is seen to be a mechanism for control of re-

sources, time, and personnel. Their function in developing countries is generally to

provide technical solutions to problems rather than the day-to-day ponderous task of

managing operations.

Finally, factor five is associated with ‘inteIIectual idealism’ of the planning ethos.

This dimension not only forms the kemel of professional expertise but is also a subtle

mechanism for ensuring credibility and public legitimacy. Its centrality in the profes-

sional ideology of planners is exemplified by the following excerpt from a career guide

to planning education?

Planning is both a science and art. lt demands technical competence as well as creativity, both
hardheaded pragmatism and an ability to envision altematives to the physical and social environ-
ments in which we live. lt is an excellent career choice for those who desire a role in shaping the fu-
ture.

In this context, it is not surprising that the trait features preeminently in the job philos-

ophy of planning consultants.

Having established some of the underlying dimensions of professional culture it

is now necessary to explore in more detail respondents' attitudes to specific issues which

define their operational agenda in developing countries. For instance, their attitudes to-

ward rural-urban migration, the informal sector, squatter settlements and service pro-

vision, self-help, the use of Westem versus indigenous methods and solutions, etc. To

realize this task respondents were asked to respond to a battery of 41 attitudinal state-

ments identical to those noted in the previous section for Third World planners (see

Appendix B).

I 1984 Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning Guide
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As the breakdown of the responses in Table 15 shows, the ‘conventional

wisdom’ of planning consultants tends to reflect many of the dominant themes espoused

in the literature on Third World urbanization and planning (Linn, 1983; Taylor and

Williams, 1982; Lim, 1987; Blair, 1984; Potter, 1985). Thus the track record of planning

is seen as poor; technocratic and elitist, with formal standards set unrealistically high; a

great deal of emphasis is placed on the potential utility of the informal sector, self-help,

sites-and-services initiatives, and public participation; there is also a strong commitment

to basic needs of the urban poor as well as the view that bureaucratic inefliciency and

institutional requisites are grossly inadequate to affect successful urbanization strategies.

The conventional wisdom of the sample also places great emphasis on environmental

quality. Nevertheless, as the standard deviations on scores for many of the attitudinal

questions suggest, there is lack of consensus among respondents with respect to an all-

embracing world-view. To the extent that this is the case it can be assumed that there

exists within the overall sample distinctive sub-groups with divergent world-views. This

possibility was explored, using Ward’s method of clustering and data from each of the

41 attitudinal statements for each of the respondents. This analysis realized a three

cluster solution, revealing some interesting pattems.

The first group (n = 31) is distinguished by average scores which are analogous

to the ‘conventional wisdom’ for the sample as a whole. Thus, they view the track record

of planning in developing countries as being technocratic and elitist, with unrealistic

technical standards, deficient institutional capacity and favorably disposed toward citi-

zen participation, the informal sector, self-help and sites-and-services initiatives (state-

ments 9, 11, 17, 19, 35, 41). The group, however, deviated somewhat from this

conventional wisdom in that they tended to disagree more decisively with the view that

technical competence, professional integrity and an apolitical stance constitutes impor-

tant preconditions for successful planning and urban management. They also strongly
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Table 15. The ‘conventional wisdom’ among Planning consultants

Statement* Mean S.D.

4
l

. 2.4 1.3 (Agrce)
5 2.1 1.5 "18 2.0 1.3 "26 2.5 1.3 "32 1.9 1.1 "35 2.4 1.5 "41 2.1 1.3 "
1 4.5 1.5 (Disagree)
2 5.6 1.6 "8 4.6 1.7 "19 5.2 1.9 I "23 5.6 1.5 "28 5.6 1.4 "31 4.5 1.7 "33 4.6 1.9 "37 5.3 1.5 "40 6.1 1.3 "

* A copy of the Questiommire can be found in Appcndix B
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disagree with the statement that "Third World planners regard Western~style solutions

and standards as the norm and apply them in extremely divergent cultural, social and

environmental circumstances with insufficient critical appraisal of their true worth".

The second group (n = 32) is distinctive for its critical attitudes toward the in-

stitutional context of planning in Third World settings and can be characterized as rad-

ical. They tended to agree more decisively with portrayals of Third World planning as

static, elitist and technocratic (statements 4, 5, 9, 11). They also support the notion that

Western derived solutions are often applied inappropriately (statement 38). On the other

hand, they reject rather strongly the claim that planners' bureaucratic positions enable

them to better interpret public mandates (statement 14).

Finally, the third group (n = 12) is very different, and can be characterized as

having a technocratic world-view. As a group they strongly support the suggestions that

planners should be trained to develop technically correct solutions, that planners should

I attempt to influence decisions primarily by disseminating and facilitating the use of

technical planning information and that planners' effectiveness is based largely on their

reputation for objective analysis (statements 1, 20, 21). They also regard bureaucratic

structures as providing some insulation from political pressures and feel that it is im-

portant to accept and work within the established framework ofagency rules (statements

14, 24). In addition, they are distinctive in their hard-line attitudes toward squatter

settlements (statement 40). Not surprisingly, they are more than a little paternalistic,

agreeing with the suggestion that planners know the needs of the community better than

its residents (statement 28). _

While this study confirms previous research which suggests that practitioners fall

into several clusters of practical types (Howe, 1980; Baum, 1983; Knox and Cullen,

1981), several questions remain. What characterizes these divergent world-views? How

can they be explained? Are they a product of the changing ‘material circumstances of
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p1anning’ as David Harvey (1985) has suggested in relation to Western planning ideol-

ogy? To illuminate some of these questions cross-tabulations ofthe three sub-types with

data on respondents' age, educational history and professional experience were under- -

taken. This analysis, however, provided only partial answers. For example, age had no

significant impact whatsoever on subscribed world-views among the groups.

Perhaps the most interesting finding of this analysis of subscribed world-views

and professional socialization is that education may not be a major determinant of role

orientation for many planners in the sample. There was, for example, no statistically

significant relationship, on the one hand, between the groups’ subscribed world-views

and location of degree awarding institution (X2 = .704 2df] p < .70) and on the other,

the main degree subject, particularly at the Masters level or higher (X2 = 9.1 10df, p <

.53). However, the possession of a social science undergraduate degree is strongly as-

sociated with individuals inclined toward a radical predisposition (X2 = 20.21 10df, p <

.02). These findings appear to be consistent with previous research findings which

showed education not to be a major determinant of role choices among US planners

(Howe, 1980; Baum 1983).

It has been postulated elsewhere that work setting can have a a strong shaping

effect on the role orientations subscribed to by planners (Howe, 1980, Rabinovitz, 1969).

In this study, this hypothesis was tested using professional experience which encom-

passed two factors: job function and type of employer. The former factor was found to

have a major differentiating effect on the subscribed world-views among the three sub-}

groups (X2 = 29.16 6df] p < .001). For instance, the group subscribing to the

‘conventional wisdom’ of the sample consisted ofpersons who defined their job function

as administrators and/or managers of donor agency aid programs, while the group es-

pousing a radical predisposition was dominated by academics engaged in teaching and

research activities as was the group predisposed to the technocratic world-view. This
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finding was also reinforced by the statistically significant relationship between type of'

employer and the espoused world-view of each group (X2 = 20.64 2df] p < .001). The

group subscribing to the ‘conventional wisdom’, for example, consisted of persons who

worked for donor agencies (60 per cent) while the radical and technocratic groups con-

tained disproportionately large numbers of individuals employed by universities. While

this finding was not entirely unexpected it is signilicant in one important respect: it

confirms the importance of operational settings to which subgroups are exposed to re-

garding their role orientations and the extent to which these are reinforced by occupa-

tional positions. This is exemplified by the fact that the subgroups characterized by the

radical and technocratic predispositions have in their work settings the latitude to eval-

uate problem situations without having to concem themselves with the repercussions

their actions may generate. On the other hand, the practitioner·oriented consultants who

are exposed more directly to real world problems must of necessity account for their

actions. Consequently, their attitudes are more likely to be conditioned by the need to

produce tangible results.
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Chapter V

Discussion, Implications and Suggestions for Future Research

Summary

The general objective of this study was to explore and expand the research con-

cerning the professional culture of Third World planners and planning consultants

working on aspects of urban planning and management in Third World settings. Central

to this objective was the concern that little is known about the professional role orien-

tations, values and attitudes of either group, yet both groups are clearly key actors ir1 the

management of human settlements.

The analyses endeavored to discem the similarities and differences that emerge

between attitudinal responses ofThird World planners on the one hand and the planning

« consultants on the other. These attitudinal data were then analyzed in relation to re-

spondents' background characteristics (age, education, professional status, class back-

ground, career path). In addition, contextual factors to which Third World planners are

exposed to in their operational settings were utilized to supplement the analysis on the

professional role orientations of Third World planners. .

The data employed in this analysis were obtained through the use of mail ques-

tionnaires. A total of 165 Third World planners drawn from several Third World coun-
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tries (Barbados, Jamaica, India, Zambia and Zimbabwe) and 100 planning consultants
· based in the developed-world were surveyed.

Respondents in these samples were asked to reply to a range ofquestions dealing

with background and career information, attitudes to professional roles, values, and at-

titudes towards specific issues relating to the theory and practice of urban planning and

management in Third World settings. These included attitudes towards rural-urban mi-

gration, the informal sector, self-help housing initiatives, the use of Western versus

indigenous methods and solutions, and receptiveness to current ideas about project

replicability and cost recovery. Simple 7-point Likert scales with a semantic differential

(‘strong1y agree’/‘strongly disagree’) were used for most attitudinal questions. Out of the

265 mailed questionnaires, a usable retum of 186 (70.2 per cent) was realized.

Discussion

Exploratory, descriptive research of the sort reported here must inevitably raise

more questions than it answers. Before enunciating these, however, it is important to

sumrnarize the initial findings of this research. ln this study, the typical Third World

planner is a male of mid-career age and from a middle-class background. This finding

appears to confirm the second hypothesis.

•
Hypothesis 2. People most likely to be planners or managers of the urban system

are drawn disproportionately from certain types ofbackground.

The typical planning consultant, on the other hand, though also a male is a seasoned

professional who is significantly older. (Over 60 per cent of the Third World planners

were less than 40 years of age, whereas only 17 per cent of the planning consultants were

less than 40). In terms of education, the great majority of Third World planners had
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taken a first degree from a Third World institution, reading some combination of plan-

ning, architecture and geography or engineering. Meanwhile, planning consultants were

more likely to have taken a degree in a social science subject other than planning or ge-

ography. This orientation is also reflected at higher degree levels. Thus, whereas 80 per

cent of Third World planners with higher degrees had a Masters or a doctorate in plan-

ning, only about half of the planning consultants with higher degrees had a Masters or

a doctorate in planning. A

Notwithstanding the differences in educational orientations, Third World plan-

ners and planning consultants share some important professional characteristic traits.

In particular, both the Third World planners and planning consultants clearly agreed

on the qualities that are most desirable to a
‘good’

planner working successfully in a

Third World setting: problem-solving skills, management ability, creativity, professional

integrity, and a sense of vision for the future. There was also a high level of consensus

that certain qualities were not particularly important: ability to follow orders, a sound

legal knowledge, emotional sensitivity and technical draftsmanship. Finally, and more

significantly, consensus also emerged when an examination was undertaken of the fac-

tors that motivated Third World planners and planning consultants to choose urban

planning as a professional endeavor. The two groups' responses, when categorized,

clustered neatly into three interrelated themes —— ‘socia1 agenda', ‘challenging seeking’

and ‘intellectual idealism’. These themes or their variants have been shown in the litera-

ture to undergird the philosophy of the planning profession (Foley, 1960; Baum, 1983).

This finding strongly suggests that not only do Third World planners and planning

consultants share elements of a common ethic —variously referred to in the literature as

‘common threads', or ‘common culture’ and ‘core of shared ideology' (Fisher, 1981), but

this ethic is shared by developed-world planners as well, despite differences ofcontextual

detail. Based on this finding, hypothesis one is accepted for the Third World sample.
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•
Hypothesis l. Third World planners exhibit consistent sets of values, attitudes and

·
role orientations that parallel those of developed-world planners because of the so-

cializing influences of professional education on Third World planners trained in

both developed-world and home institutions, which inculcates a world-view and be-

lief system shared by developed societies.

Despite these similarities the most striking finding relate to the significant differ-

ences in the attitudes ofThird World planners and planning consultants toward planning

issues and professional role orientations. The apparent differences are even more mag-

nified when a comparison is made between the "conventional wisdoms" of Third World

planners and planning consultants. Thus, whereas the ‘conventional wisdom’ ofplanning

consultants tends to reflect many of the dominant themes in the literature on Third

World urbanization and planning, the ‘conventional wisdom’ of Third World planners

is different in that it is disposed towards managerialism and technocracy and yet at the

same time pragmatic and grassroots-oriented. These two categories represent the ma-

jority viewpoint and orientation of planning consultants and Third World planners in

each group. Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge that there exists within each

group distinctive sub-types —‘conservative’, ‘defensive’, ‘patemalistic’, ‘radical’,

‘technocratic’, etc. This finding closely parallels the distinctive sub-types of professional

role orientations found in studies of European, North American and Israeli planners_

(Knox and Cullen, 1981; Howe, 1980; Howe and Kaufman, 1979; Baum, 1983; Kaufman,

1985), suggesting that the professional ‘ideoIogy’ of planning should not be seen as part

ofa coherently articulated set of values and principles bound by broadly accepted ethical

tenets, a strong group consciousness and control over a definite segment of knowledge

in the way that, for example, the ideology of the medical and legal professions can be
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understood. These observations suggest that hypotheses three and four can be retained
as stated.

•
Hypothesis 3. Managerialism and its associated skills form a major component of

the professional culture of Third World planners because professional socialization

cannot be divorced from the ideological tenets of the profession.

•
Hypothesis 4. The professional ideology of Third World planners and planning

consultants like that of their developed-world counterparts is eclectic with regards

to cornrnonly held values and principles, an intensity of group consciousness and

claim over a definite segment of knowledge. This orientation is directly associated

with the fact that planning is a publicly sanctioned profession.

In addition to explicating the differences between Third World planners and

. planning consultants toward planning issues and professional orientations, the affects

of several background factors were exarnined in order to explain the variations arising

within each group. These include age, class background, educational history (main de-

gree subject, location of institution awarding degree, etc), professional status (job func-

tion and employer type). Within the Third World group only one factor —location of

the institution awarding the first degree —was found to be significantly associated with

sub-types. The ‘defensive’ group, for example, contained a disproportionately large

number of planners who had read for their first degree in a developed-country, together

with disproportionately large number ofplanners from Zimbabwe. This factor, however,

had no effect among the sub-types within the planning consultants group. However,

professional setting was found to have a major differentiating effect on the subscribed

world-views of the three sub-types within the planning consultants group. Thus, for ex-

ample, the group subscribing to the ‘conventional wisdom’ of the sample consisted of
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respondents whose function was to administer and manage donor agency aid programs,

while the groups espousing radical and technocratic predispositions, respectively, were

dominated by academics engaged in teaching and research activities. Meanwhile, the

group subscribing to the ‘Third World conventional wisdom’ was drawn from a variety

of national, educational and professional backgrounds. Beyond these observations,

however, the profile data variables lacked explanatory power to differentiate distinctive

sub-types found in each sub-sample.

To further illuminate the variations found within the Third World sub—sample,

contextual factors to which Third World planners are exposed to in their operational

settings were used to derive the following results. First, the sub·type with a ‘defensive’

predisposition, predominately dominated by planners from Zimbabwe, was favorably

disposed toward the practice of planning. The mind·set among this group is one char-

acterized by optimism and belief in the system of planning and methods applied to

problems. Based on this finding it was inferred that the role orientation of Third World

planners with a defensive inclination is positively correlated to the favorable conditions

provided by the local and institutional context of planning. Second, the sub-type with a

radical predisposition was found to be associated with Third World planners who were

disillusioned with the modus operandi of conventional wisdom: a consequence of unfa-

vorable operational setting. Since a large proportion of planners in this group consisted

of Jamaicans and Zambians (both countries exhibit an unfavorable environment for

planning), this led to the following inference. That the proclivity for radicalism results

when planners' ability to function in the conventional mold is curtailed on the one hand,

by a hostile Third World operational context and on the other compounded by what is

perceived to be manipulation by extemal forces. Finally, the sub-type espousing a

patemalistic world-view had a disproportionately large number of planners from India

whose role orientation seems to reinforce the stereotypical bureaucratic image that has
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come to be associated with certain dysfunctions of planning. Thus, it was concluded

that, where planners have a patemalistic prcdisposition, they are more likely to sustain

the socio-political status quo in order to maintain their own position regardless of the

need to address the pressing problems of the underprivileged classes. These observations

appear to support the hypothesis that contextual factors are a major determinant of

professional role orientations of Third World planners.

•
Hypothesis 5. The attitudes of Third World planners to specific issues related to the

theory and practice of urban planning and management are most likely to be influ-

enced and conditioned by contextual factors to which they are exposed to in their

operational settings, despite the fact that planning can be seen as a form of deliber-

ate intervention with intentions not just environmental, but also for social change.

Findings in Theoretical Perspective

Current literature on Third World urbanization and planning is replete with an-

alyses that are critical ofplanners operating in Third World settings (see e.g., Noe, 1981;

Misra, 1978; Benninger, 1987; Okpala, 1987). Characteristic themes underlying these

analyses can be summarized as follows:

•
Westem-oriented concepts and methods contribute to the shortcomings of Third

World urban planning and management;

• the socialization ofThird World planners to Western attitudes, standards and values

during their professional training in developed countries inculcates a world-view that

is dominated by elitist and technocratic attitudes.
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The implication, of course, is that the outcomes of the planning process, having been

mediated by, a distinctive Western-oriented professional ideology are at best regressive

or, at worst, part of the structural underpinnings of Third World underdevelopment.

However, the findings of this study do not support these contentions. More specifically,

the collective conventional wisdom of Third World planners does not view the track re-

cord of planning as weak or doomed, nor do Third World planners regard Westem

concepts, methods or training in developed—world institutions as inappropriate to their

professional roles. Furthermore, they do not see the profession as elitist or technocratic;

on the contrary they support the notion of success via technical competence and ad-

rninistrative and managerial skills. The irony is that planning consultants appear to be

more skeptical about professional effectiveness and egalitarianism.

The difference between these actors raises some fundamental questions as to why

these differences of opinion exist. Could it be that Third World planners are being

characteristically defensive, lack realism and therefore only interested in sustaining their

own position? Or are the differences simply a reflection of a much deep-seated problem

involving perceptions and interpretations of Third World phenomena? One possible

explanation may be found in a re·examination of the issue of standard-setting, which is

at the center of the problem of environmental conditions in the human settlements. The

issue as propounded in the literature is that standards related to shelter in Third World

countries are largely elitist, unrelated to socio-economic realities, and imitative because

they are often premised on middle-class technocratic perceptions of need rather than

those of the underprivileged. Mabogunje (1978), captures the key elements of this ar-

gument when he states:

Every country nas its own culture and the cultural influence on living pattems and shelter forms
cannot be overemphasized. But the Western-educated elite (planners) has developed a technical per-
ception of what ‘ought’ to be rather than a realization of what ‘has' to be. This tunnel vision of
technology plays a significant role in standard-setting in the developing countries. Modem is taken
to mean Western; and modem housing means Western housing. What is indigenous is often consid-
ered dated and substandard. This leads to much inappropriate design and structures that are un-
suitable for local culture and living pattems (p. ll).
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Planners, however, are sometimes unjustifiably blamed for il1·fated development Out-
comes which may be beyond their making, particularly, if the expectations of other key

actors (such as squatters, political leaders, etc.) are factored in the development process.

In this context the following observation about squatter behavioral pattems, as seen by

one commentator, offers valuable insights.

We greatly admired the effective use of space in villages and existing squatter areas, and I was able
to insist that when we upgraded the settlements, those who were resettled should have the opportunity
to plan their own layouts...Altogether a total of about 7,000 families were settled in 280 land parcels
each for 25 homes. Each of the 280 groups could design its own layout, or select from a number of
alternatives, thus giving them the chance to practice urban design and, hopefully, to keep to the or-
ganic layout of the existing settlements (which responded so efliciently to their life style) instead of the
straight-jacket of the grid·iron. Sad to say they all opted for a grid·iron plan in a desire to conform
to the system applied to the better-off sections of the community (Martin, 1983, p. 39; own emphasis).

The central significance of this observation is brought to the fore when he further ob-

serves that "the images people associate with social status are a more potent motivation

than functional necessity oreven economy." How then are Third World planners sup-

posed to reconcile such contradictions? Operating under such conditions, should plan-

ners be blamed for continuing to prescribe solutions based on Westem-oriented

standards that may be ingrained in the perceptions of communities they plan for? Could

it be the case that the expectations of low income communities are not fundamentally

different from those of planners? lf the latter question is answered in the affirmative,

then perhaps the question of standards is a non-issue, rather, the process by which the _

aspirations of the underprivileged classes are realized.

An equally significant factor is the failure in the literature to recognize the pow-
u

erful influence exerted on development issues by Third World leaders (politicians) who

are sometimes unwilling, for political, prestige or personal reasons to accept skills,

standards and solutions seerningly less sophisticated, grandiose and costly than those to

be found in the developed world, even though they may be of greater relevance and far _

more appropriate. Thus, the Brasilias, Chandigarhs, Islamabads, Dodomas, New Delhis,

Abujas having been built, at enormous costs, the planners become guilty by association.
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And yet in reality planners are frequently faced with faits accompli not consistent with

planning practices. The evidence presented in this study suggests this to be the case.

Aside from the issue of inadequate resources, Third World planners cited political in-

terference and bureaucratic inertia as key factors hampering planning efforts. One prac-

titioner in this study articulated the dilernrna of planners in the following terms:

"Inabi1ity to get things done, a sense of unfulfilled prornises e all a product of political

interference when in reality politicians lack a substantive understanding of the technical

aspects of planning." Unfortunately such influences are inadequately treated in the lit-

erature which sometimes display a lack of understanding of the issues that are external

to the "agents of change", which ultimately determine and/or condition the ability of

planners to realize certain objectives. Despite the seeming overpowering circumstances,

the evidence presented found Third World planners guardedly optirnistic, quietly confi-

dent and resiliently content to pursue their ideals.9

lmplications and Suggutions for Future Research

This study has sought to explore the question whether Third World planners and plan-

ning consultants exhibit consistent sets of values, attitudes and role orientations that

parallel those of developed-world planners, and if so whether their professional culture

was also dominated by rationalistic, problem-solving, technocratic and managerial ori-

entations. It also sought to establish how their attitudes as managers of the

urbanization process related to specific issues of particular relevance to Third World

countries. In this analysis, Third World planners and planning consultants do share with

their developed-world counterparts elements of a common culture, with a core of shared

ideology. However, this professional "brotherhood" seems to attenuate when ‘the rubber

9 See, for example, Tips, 1986, p. 290.
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meets the tarmac’ — the practical reality of Third World planning. The professional

culture of Third World planners, though steeped in rationalism, managerialism and

technocracy, is tempered with pragmatism. .

This is the essential difference between the modus operandi of planning consult-

ants and that of Third World planners. The former has the luxury of conceptualizing

problems and solutions in an ordered and stable environment, far removed from the ev-

eryday activities of practice, whilst the latter working under conditions characterized by

situationally specific rapid change, uncertainty, resource scarcity and instability requires

a different strategy. Pragmatism, the philosophy ofaction rather than of knowing (Hoch,

1984), seem to be emphasized more by Third World planners in the process of realizing

their professional goals. Simply put, the pragmatic view enables the Third World prac-

titioner working in a situation of continuous flux, to see not the dilemma, but the

plethora of options to facilitate change. This is fundamentally the source of optimism

prevalent amongst Third World planners, whilst the skepticism associated with the

planning consultants may be a result of the group’s perception that the Third World is

not an ideal environment in which planning can be effectively executed. This is rellected

in their critical attitudes toward the institutional context of planning in Third World

settings (page 110). _

One interpretation of this is that Third World planners are able to successfully

their Westem-oriented professional training (which potentially instills an idealist

view of the world) to the imperfections of home environments. The study findings sup-

port this interpretation, given that most Third World planners did not regard Westem

concepts, methods or training as inappropriate to their mission. Another implication

relates to the failure of most background factors (educational history, age, professional

status, class background) used in the study to provide an adequate explanation for the

distinctive sub-types of role orientations among Third World planners. This may be
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explained by the contextual difficulties faced by Third World planners in responding to

different demands of substantive issues on the one hand and procedural issues on the

other. A more prornising approach to the study of the professional culture of Third

World planners might therefore be one that seeks to explicate the environment that en-

courages practitioners in a given context to adopt a more pragmatic outlook.‘°

Although it is often risky to formulate prescriptive measures directly from de-

scriptive analyses, it is the researcher's conviction that certain practical implications can

be associated with the study findings. These relate to two areas: planning education and

rnid-career training programs. It is in this context that the following tentative observa—

tions are put forth.

lt has become fashionable to associate the shortcomings of Third World urban

planning and management with what is perceived to be inappropriate education and

training of Third World planners (see for example, Benninger, 1987; Yahya, 1984;

_ Dawes, 1984). From the evidence presented in this study the basis for such notions and

opinions seem to be unfounded. Third World planners appear to able to adapt their

Westem acquired training to home situations. Nevertheless, it is important to acknowl-

edge the likelihood that the findings may well mask complex problems. For instance, it

is not clear how the process of adaptation manifests itselfl In particular, how long does

it take for a Western trained professional to adjust and function effectively in a Third

World milieu? What methods are available to him/her to facilitate the adjustment

process? Regardless of the responses to these questions one issue is clear: Third World

professionals trained in a foreign milieu need a mechanism that would facilitate rapid

adaptation to their home environments. This could take the form of short-term training

to include in-service training and/or on-the-job instruction organized and sponsored by

W For another perspective see Charles Hoch, 1987.
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local planning agencies. Such a process would ensure that each new entrant to the

profession is given a suitable orientation to the environment for planning practice at

home as well as exposing him/her to the economic and political realities impinging on

planning activity. ln particular, it would help the retuming professional adapt to the

intricate legal and institutional framework of planning practice that is likely to be fun-

damentally different from that provided by the context of his/her professional training.

A second implication concems the diverse role orientations characteristic of

Third World planners and planning consultants. Their prevalence suggest that programs

for planning education and training should pay particular attention to contextual im-

peratives. Given that a substantial proportion of Third World planners will continue to

acquire professional and advanced training in developed countries it is imperative that

such factors be taken into consideration in the design of professional training programs.

In this respect, developed-world educational institutions could make a major contrib-

ution to the needs ofThird World countries by sensitizing professional programs to meet

the specific needs of Third World students. A useful starting point might be to offer

courses designed to examine issues or policy questions in two contrasting settings (i.e.,

one a Third World country and the other a developed country). Such an approach would

allow both Third World and developed-world students, in Qadeer’s (1984) terms
‘to

transpose themselves intellectually to a Third World country, and thus become more

aware of the social and institutional context of an issue as well as encouraging Third

World students to better understand the bases of a problem'. Other elements required

in the sensitization process could include the following:“

• provide courses focused on the analysis of and solutions to Third World planning

and development problems;

ll Similar measures have recently been advocated in a variety of United Nations Publications.
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• active financial support of research projects by faculty addressing Third World

problems;
•

initiate research and demonstration projects that would provide a teaching and

leaming context for Third World and developed-world students—some ofwhom may

spend their professional life working in developing countries;
• support and encourage Third World students to pursue research in problem areas

with potential applicability in their home environments.

In addition, a complementary strategy that needs to be considered involves educational

institutions and international donor agencies conducting joint mid-career training pro-

grams for experienced professionals based in developed countries who are either working

or preparing for work in Third World countries.

An alternative approach to this model would be for Third World countries

themselves to consider developing professional training programs at regional centers

supported by a number of countries sharing common languages and common regional

problems. But more fundamentally, such a strategy would lessen the economic burden

of developing professional training programs on an individual basis through the sharing

of educational and financial resources. Besides it would minirnize the need for individual

countries to establish programs for orienting professional level entry planners trained in

developed countries on re-entry at home. In the long-term the benefits provided by

pooling the experiential knowledge of mid-career planners in the regional centers would

be evident in the development of a critical mass that would not only raise the level of

consciousness about planning problems and solutions affecting the regions, but also in-

form theories that pertain to explain Third World phenomena. In fact the United Na-

tions has recently called for the establishment and support of such regional centers

(Oberlander, 1984).
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In conclusion, a few suggestions for future research can be presented. Much

additional research on Third World planners' values remains to be done. In particular,

there is a need to look more closely at the context in which Third World planners oper-

ate. The manner in which the prevailing social, economic, political and cultural struc-

tures condition the forms and the ways in which urban development takes place has a

direct bearing on planners actions. This is underscored by the inferences made in this

study regarding the effect of contextual factors on the professional role orientations of

Third World planners. These inferences need to be validated.

Considering also the relatively weak relationship between the distinctive sub-

types of role orientations and the profile data, future research should be aimed at de-

veloping variables that could better explain the divergent world-views of planners

working in developing countries. In order to refme the material in this study, future re-

search should also, of necessity, concentrate on specific operational settings in which

multifarious contextual factors can be examined. Such studies could be used as a

springboard for future comparative analyses. This would enable researchers to establish

whether the role orientations exhibited by the sample in this study are common to

planners elsewhere in the Third World.

Furthermore, to illuminate the professional culture of Third World planners re-

search is required to exarnine planners’ modes of operation. In particular, future research

should be aimed at exploring the institutional setting of the professional practice of

Third World planners; how they organize themselves; and how they interact with other

professions and organizations involved in the development process, decision-makers and

the general public. Generally, planners’ position within institutional hierarchies deter-

mines the extent to which their work is legitimized by society. In this respect, an expo-

sition of their position in the hierarchy should shed light on their values, attitudes and

world-views. Also, research is required to investigate instruments of intervention used
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by planners in the planning and management of cities and the linkages between these

instruments and professional world-views. A useful starting point could be an analysis

of specific policy instruments to meet planners' objectives such as the alleviation of

poverty and unmet needs, employment and services, infrastructure provision and hous-

ing. Such an effort should pay particular attention to the impacts of interventions on

the people they are intended to assist. Besides determining who actually benefits from

programs, how they benefit and why they benefit, this type of research would pursue

planners' motives and their rationale for selecting and executing particular policy inter-

ventions.

Finally, an issue of paramount importance noted in this study requiring critical

attention concerns the apparent conflict of expectations regarding standards between

decision makers (political leaders), low income groups and planners. ln the literature it

appears that decision makers desire grandiose solutions to problems (see, for example,

Martin, 1983; Banerjee, 1988). From the evidence presented in this study, planners seem

to be striving for solutions that are affordable and appropriate and thereby seemingly

siding with low income groups. The paradox is that it is the decision makers (political

leaders) who are supposed to be representing the needs of the poor who are insisting on

more stringent standards. This situation raises some important questions. For example,

how can such a contradiction be explained or reconciled? What should be the appro-

priate stance for planners in such situations? These questions have never been ade-
”

quately addressed in the theoretic literature, yet their exposition could go a long way

towards determining the transferability of Westem explanations and experiences to

Third World problems in general and the adequacy of the views of the current body of

planning concepts to explain the role of planners in vaxied social contexts, in particular.
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Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND PLANNING .
201 Architecture Annex, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061, USA

Calvin Marilela BITNET.· ONIASC @ VTVMI

March 29, 1987

Dear Colleague, ·
I am writing to ask you to take a few minutes of your time to answer the enclosed questionnaire.
Your answers will greatly assist me in my research, which is aimed at secuxing a better picture of
the background, views, and orientations of the planners in developing countries.
Your answers will, of course be treated in the strictest conüdenoe. There is no need to identify
yourself by name; and the results of the survey will be published in such a way that it will not be
possible to identify individuals and will be used for academic research purposes only.
Please retum the completed questionnaire to the address noted at the end of the questionnaire. (For
your convenience, a stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed). Your cooperation in completing and
returning the questionnaire is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Calvin O. Masilela
Project Director
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SURVEY OF ZIMBABWEAN URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNERS

Pan l. Social and Occupatlonal Characteristics ·

l. Please indicate your age by checking t.he appropriate box:

under 30 il

so - 39
'='— 40 - 49
‘=

50 or over 2

2. Please list your deyees/diplomas here:
Subject University/College

3. Present position (please indicate rank and employer):

4. How would you describe your job, in general terms?

S. Excluding your present position, have you ever been employed in any of the following setting? (rich as many ar
appropnate)

Not
Planning planning
related related

Private practice i l
Teaching i iFederal govemment i i
Local govemment (urban) 2

Local govemment (rural) 2 I

Other 2 2
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Part ll. Plannefs Joh Philosophy

l. A good planner must have a variety of skills and atuibutes.
Please indicate what you feel to be the relative importance of each of the following

Extrzmely Fairly Not very
important important important

Management ability
---

-—-
----Technical draftsmanship —— -—-— —-

Professional integrity
-—-·· ---

—«-
Ability to follow orders -— ——-

-—-Social awareness ——·· ·-— -—-—
Emotional sensitivity -·— -—— -——·
‘Problem-solving’ skills ——-

--
-—-

Sound legal knowledge -—- -·— —-Poliucal awareness --— -— —-—-
Sense of public mission —— -——

-·-—Creativity ·-- --- ---Spatial awareness
·•-·

-·—
-·-·Leadership qualities

·•--
·-—— -·-—

Sense of vision for the future -- ····- ---Other (specify) .................. ——
-·—-

·—-—

2. Which of the following acuviues occupies most of your ume at work? (rich ons box)

Teaching i

Research 2
Administration

‘=

Consulting 2

Development

planningDevelopmentcon¤·ol 2

Preparauon of strategic plans i

Preparauon of local plans 2

Urban design l

Other (please specify) ................... E

3. What are the things that you parucularly like about the job you do?

4. What are the things that you lind frusuaung, or which you dislike about your job?
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Part lll. Speclflc Issues Related to Urban Plannlng and Management In Developing Countries

Instructions: Here are some statements that have been made recently about planning and planners in developing countries.Please indieate how strongly you agree or disagree with each of them by circling a number at the appropriate point on the scale.

I = strongly agree
2 = moderately agree
3 = slightly agree
4 = neutral
S = slightly disagree
6 = moderately disagree
7 = strongly disagree

Strongly Strongly
Agee Disagree1 “Planners should be piimarily trained to develop teehnieally correct

soluti0ns"
1 2 3 4 S 6 7

2 "Aimless policy drift has been the major cause of rapid increase in urban
populanon of developing countries"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
3 “'l'he answer to the urban dilemma of Caribbean (Indian/African) countries

lies in indigenous theory, indigenous design and indigenous planning‘°
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

4 "The exisnng approach to urban planning in Zimbabwe (India/Zambia
the Caribbean) is not only static and technocranc but also unrelated to
overall national development plans, objeenves and cons¤·aints“

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
5 "The standards for housing, public facilities, etc, in developing countries

are so unrealistieally high that a great majority of the people can never
reach them"

l 2 3 4 S 6 7
6 "Urban planning has been so much engrossed in architecture and beaunficanon

in engincenng exercises and professional isolation that it has paid almost
to a social and economic framework for urban planning"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
7 “Planners think big while the economic reality is such that people cannot

afford to do so"
I 2 3 4 S 6 7

8 "Westem technology ...is irrelevant in developing counuies where there is mas
unemployment and the only unlimited resources for development are human
resources"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
9 "Planning in India (the Caribbean/Zambia1Zimbabwe) no matter what its brand

and what its spanal level, is essennally elinst and unrcalisnc. Much of it is
ivory tower planning with SCanI sensitivity to the human dimensions of poverty”

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
ll "The benefits of urban planning accnte to a very small elite; the majority

of urban dwellers remain unaffected or suffer disbenefits"
l 2 3 4 5 6 7

12 "Planners in developing countries are ambivalent about technical matters
which are essential for effective urban interventions"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
I3 "Planners do not have the methodology at their disposal to handle the

peculiar problems developing countries like Zambia (India/Zimbabwe/the
Caribbean) are facing, for most of them were ¤·ained in Westem universities
and institutions"

l 2 3 4 S 6 7
I4 “’l'he insulation of planners from polincal whims and their claim to

professional expertise enables them to better interpret public mandates”
3 5 71 2 4 6

I6 "The prime responsibility of the planner is to safeguard people from
inappropriate development"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
17 "Third World planners are ill-equipped to deal with problems of rural-urban

migration, squatter settlements and unregulatcd informal sector acnvities“
7l 2 3 4 5 6

18 "Planners working in major African (Indian/Caribbean) eines should
encourage self~help approaches to housing and services pr~ovision"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
19 “Popular urban strategies such as sites and services, slum upgrading or

self-help are merely pallianves that institutionalize poverty in cleaner
shantytowns"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
20 "A planner’s effeenveness is based primarily on his/her reputation for

objective, accurate and in·depth ana1ysis"
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Strongly Strongly
Agree Disagree2l "Planners should try to influence decision: primarily by disseminating

and facilitating the use of techrucal planning information"
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

22 "Planning is primarily a political activity"
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

23 "The price being paid by taxpayers to improve the environment is too high"
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

24 "Planners should accept and work within the rules of their agencies, even
e

if they do not always agree with them"
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

25 "The planner's job is to understand the point of' view of' the administration
he or she serves, and assist it in achieving its objectives"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
26 "Planners have a special responsibility to ensure that resources are

dis¤·ibuted to the have-nots of' the community, particularly the poor"
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

27 "Private developers have little or no concern for the good of the community
as a whole"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
28 "Planners know the needs of the community better than residents"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
29 "In the planning process, planners should stake their values in competition

with those of others and openly strive to achieve them"
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

30 "The true participants in the process of city building in developing
countries are squatters and illegal sub-dividers not planners as popularly
assumed"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
31 "Planners in Zimbabwe (the Caribbean/Zambia/India) are too

concemed about protecting the environment and not enough about
improving the socio-economic conditions of the poor"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
32 "Ihe infonnal sector serves a critical function in the urban econornies of

Third World cities and should be promoted by all means possible to
facilitate economic development"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
33 "The training of plarmers prepares them to respond instinctively to issues

concerning equity and equality in the delivery of services to various members
of the community"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
34 "People have a right to determine who lives in their neighborhood‘°

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
35 "Planners should involve citizens in every phase of the planning process"

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
36 "Planners should recognize that private developer: generally give people

what they want"
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

37 "Citizens should not have veto power over planning policies drawn up by
professionals"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
38 "Third World planners regard westem style solutions and standards as

the norm and apply them in extremely divergent cultural, social and
environmental circurnstances with insuflicient critical appraisal of their
true worth"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
39 "Intemational donor agencies (e.g., World Bank, USAID, etc.) are acting in

the best interest of developing nations when they insist on measures such
as cost recovery, project replicability, and efficiency of implementation
in the supply ol' urban services"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
40 "An appropriate response to the problem of squatter settlements is to

prevent the fonnation of new squatter settlements, the eradication of
existing eyesores and replacing them by orderly and appropriately
designed housing projects"

I 2 3 4 S 6 7
41 “Lack of coordination between planning authorities and other government

agencies responsible for the provision of urban services and infrastructure
is one of the major problems impeding planning efforts in developing
countries"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Part lV. Your Motivation for Choosing the Planning Profession

l. What was it that mouvated you to become involved in urban planning?

2. What is (or was) your father's occupation?

3a. Do you feel that you are able to exert a signiflcant impact on the outcome of urban development? (rick ons box)

Yes

No I:

Not applicable Ii

3b. lf you answered 'yes' to question 3a, please list below those aspects of urban development which you feel you are able toinfluence, even in a small way.

Thank you for your help.
Please retum the completed questionnaire to:

Mr. S. Jogl, Provlnclal Planning Offloer
Department of Physical Planning
Ministry of Local Government and Town Planning
P.O. Box 8056, Causeway
Harare
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Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND PLANNING
201 Architecture Annex, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

Calvin Masilela BITNET: ONIASC @ VTVMI

May 24, 1987

Dear Sir/Madarn,

I am currently engaged in a study of the beliefs, perceptions and attitudes of planners and scholars
involved with planning, management and development in developing countries, and I hope that you
will be able to assist me by completing the enclosed questionnaire. Your answers will, of course,
be coniidential.

In consideration of the important demands placed upon your time, I have constructed the questions
so that they can be answered with a simple check mark on the scale, or a brief description. The
average time needed to complete the entire questionnaire has been found to be approximately 15
minutes.

A self-addressed, stamped envelope is provided for your convenience. Once again, all information
is strictly conlidential and will be used for academic research purposes only.

Your cooperation in completing and retuming the questionnaire is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Calvin O. Masilela
Project Director
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SURVEY OF INTERNATIONAL PLANNING CONSULTANTS AND SCHOLARS

Part I. Soclal and Occupatlonal Characteristics

l. Please indicate your age by checlung the appropriate box:

under30°so — 39 *='
40 - 49

‘=*

50 or over i
2. Please list your degrees/diplomas here:

Subject University/College

3. Present position (please indicate rank and employer):

4. How would you describe your job, in general temis?

5. Excluding your present position, have you ever been employed in any of
the following settings? (tick ax many ar appropriate)

Planning glzltningrelated relatedPrivate practice 2 2
Teaching i i

Federal government 2 l
Local government (urban) i l

Local govemment (rural) i 2

Other I i
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Part ll. Plannefs Job Philosophy

l. A good planner must have a variety of skills and attributes.
Please indicate what you fcel to be the relative importance of each of the following

Extremebv Fairfyl Not very
important important important

Management ability -—— -—-
----Technical draltsmanship

~~·- --— -—--Professional integrity ——
--— -—---Ability to follow orders —-
-·- ---Social awareness ——- --—- -•-—

Emotional sensitivity -—•·
·--

—--—
‘Problem-solving' skills ··—

-·-— ---Sound legal knowledge —— -—- --—-Political awareness —— ··~—- --—-Sense of public mission
-·· -··~ --Creativity
·•···

-—- -——
Spatial awareness ——

-·- -—-Leadership qualities ——- ——- ·-—Sense of vision for the future --- --- ···—-Other (specify) ..................
—-- ·~···

-—-—

2. Which of the following activities occupies most of your time at work? (rich ons box)

Teaching i

Research 2
Aamimsuauon ‘==
Consulting i

Other (please specify) ................... i

3. Have you ever worked in developing countries? Yes
E

No Ii

Not applicable
2

4. Has your past work ever included the following activities? (rich as many as appropriate)

Development planning i

Development control i

Preparation of strategic plans i

Preparation of local plans i

Urban design l

Other (please specify) .................... E
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Pan lll. Speclflc Issues Related to Urban Plannlng and Management ln Developlng Countrles

Instructions: Here are some statements that have been made recently about planning and planners in developing countries.
Please mdicate how strongly you agree or disagree with each of them by circling a number at the appropnate point on the scale.

I = strongly agree
Z = moderately agree
3 = slightly agree
4 = neutral
S = slightly disagree
6 = moderately disagree
7 = strongly disagree

Strongly Strongly
Agree Disagree

l "Planners should be primanly ¤·ained to develop technically correct
solutions“

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
2 "Aimless policy drilt has been the major cause of rapid increase in urban

population of developing coun¤·ies"
l 2 3 4 5 6 7

3 "The answer to the urban dilemma of developing countries lies in indigenous
theory, indigenous design and indigenous planning"

l 2 3 4 S 6 7
4 "The existing approach to planning in developing countries is not only

static and technocrauc but also unrelated to overall national development
plans, objectives and constraints"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
5 "The standards for housing, public facilities, etc, in developing countries

are so unrealistically high that a great majority of the people can never
reach them"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
6 "Urban planning has been so much engrossed in architecture and beautification

in engineering exercises and professional isolation that it has paid almost
to a social and economic framework for urban pIanning”

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
7 "Planners think big while the economic reality is such that people cannot

afford to do so"
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 "Westem technology ...is irrelevant in developing countries where there is
mass unemployment and the only unlimited resources for development are human
resources"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
9 "Planning in developing countries, no matter what its brand and what its

spatial level, is essentially elitist and unrealistic. Much of it is ivory
tower planning with scant sensitivity to the human dimension: of poverty"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
I0 “Developing countries must take advantage of their backwardness by learning

from the urban experiences of tcchnologically advanced countries"
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

II "The benelits of urban planning accrue to a very small elite; the majority
of urban dwellers remain unaffected or suffer disbeneIits"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
I2 ‘°PIanners in developing countries are ambivalent about technical matters

which are essential for effective urban intervcntions"
I 2 3 4 S 6 7

I3 "Planners do not have the methodology at their disposal to handle the
peculiar problems developing countries are facing. for most of them were
for most of them were trained in Westem universities and institutions"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
I4 "The insulation of planners from political whirns and their claim to

professional expertise enables them to better interpret public mandates'°
2 3 6 7I 4 5 .

I5 "Urbanization is process, and there is no way you can deal with it on a
project—by-project basis"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
I6 "'l’he prlme responsibility of the planner is to safeguard people from

inappropriate development"
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

I7 “Third World planners are ill-equipped to deal with problems of rural-urbanmigration, squatter settlements and unregulated inforrnal sector activitles" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I8 "PIanners working in major Third World cities should encourage self-help

approaches to housing and services provision"
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

I9 "PopuIar urban strategies such as sites and services, slum upgrading or
self-help are merely palliatives that institutionalize poverty in cleaner
shantytowns"

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ·
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Strongly Strongly
I g Agree Disagree20 "A planner s effectiveness is based primarily on hisjher reputation for

objecuvc, accurate and in—dept.h analysis"
l 2 3 4 5 6 7

2l "Planners should try to influence dccisions primarily by disscrninaung
and facilitating the use of technical planning information"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
22 "Planning is piimarily a political activity"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
23 “The price being paid by taxpayers to improve the environment is too high"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
24 "Planners should accept and work within the rules of their agencies, even

if they do not always agree with them"
l 2 3 4 5 6 7

25 "The planner’s job is to understand the point of view of the adminisuation
he or she serves, and assist it in achieving its objcctives"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
26 "Planners have a special responsibility to ensure that resources are

distributed to the have-nots of the community, particularly the poor"
l 2 3 4 5 6 7

27 "Privatc developers have little or no concem for the good of the cornmuriity
as a whole"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
28 "Planners know the needs of' the community better than residents"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
29 "ln the planning process, planners should stake their values in competition

with those of others and openly strive to achieve them"
l 2 3 4 S 6 7

30 "The true participants in the process of city building in developing
countries are squatters and illegal sub-dividers not planners as popularly
assumed"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
3l "Planners working in developing countries are too concemed about

protecting the environment and not enough about improving the socio-economic
conditions of the poor"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
32 "The inforrnal sector scrves a critical function in the urban econornies of

Third World cities and should be promoted by all means possible to
facilitatc economic development"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
33 "The training of planners prcpares them to respond instinctively to issues

concerning equity and equality in the delivery of services to various members„ of the community"
l 2 3 4 S 6 7

34 "People have a right to determine who lives in their neighborhood"
l 2 3 4 5 6 7

35 "Planners should involve citizens in every phase of the planning process"
l 2 3 4 5 6 7

36 "Plarmcrs should recojiizc that private developers generally jvc people
what they want"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
37 "Citizens should not have veto power over planning polides drawn up by

professionals"
l 2 3 4 5 6 7

38 “Third World plarmers regard westem style solutions and standards as
the norm and apply them in extremely divergent cultural, social and
environmental circumstances with insufllcient critical appraisal of their
true worth"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
39 "lntemational donor agencies (e.g., World Bank, USAID, etc.) are acting in

the best interest of developing nations when they insist on measures such
as cost recovery. project replicability, and efficiency of implementation
in the supply of urban services"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
40 "An appropriate response to the problem of squatter settlements is to

prevent the formation of new squatter settlements, the eradication of
existing eyesores and replacing them by orderly and appropriately designed
housing projects"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
4l "Lack of coordination between planning authorities and other government

agencies responsible for the provision of urban services and infrastructure
is one of the major problems impeding planning efforts in developing
countries"

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Part IV. Your Motlvation for Choosing the Planning Profession

l. What was xt that morivated you to become involved in urban planning?

Thank you for your help.
Please retum the completed questiormaire to:

Calvin 0. Masllela
Department of Environmental Design and Planning
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnlc lnstltute and State University
Blackshurg, VA 2406l
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Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND PLANNING
201 Architecture Annex, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

C£1lvinMa.si[ela BITNET: ONIASC @ VTVMI

November 14, 1986

The Secretary
Commonwealth Association of Planners
26 Oakleigh Park North
London N20 9AR
United Kingdom

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to you in the hope that you will be able to advise or assist me in conducting a ques· _
tionnaire survey of urban and regional planners in the following Commonwealth member countries:
Kenya, Malaysia and Zambia. The survey is part of my research on international comparisons of
planners’ backgrounds, attitudes, and role orientations.

Would it be possible for your office to send me a list of names and addresses of persons in the local
Chapters of the Commonwealth Association of planners I can contact or a copy of the CAPS
membership mailing list? I would fully acknowledge your role in any publications arising from the
research.

Your co-operation on this endeavor will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Calvin O. Masilela
l

Project Director
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COMMONWEALTH ASSOCIATION OF PLANNERS
REGISTERED ADDRESS: 26 PORTLAND PLACE LONDON WIN 4BE

l'n‘.·iJvnI PLTERK S PLN BA MA MTCPPIID MIITPIFHKIPFIIM HNI SMTMAIYJGEORGE FIANKLINAADIPLIIIAAIIASPDIPFRTPIAITP(LNDlA)

Please reply tv:
24 OAKLEIGH PARK NORTH
LONDON N20 9AR
Tclcphoncz 01-445 0336

Calvin O Masilela Esq
Department of Environmental

. Design and Planning
College of Architecture and ·
Urban Studies
Architecture Annexe
Virginia Tec
Blacksburg VA 24061 USA 1 December 1986

Dear Mr Masilela

Thank you for your enquiry of 14 November.

Membership of this Association is confined to professional physical
planning organisations, a list of which is given in the enclosed
brochure. You should be able to obtain the kind of information you are
seeking from the Honorary Secretaries of the following:

· Town Planning Chapter
The Architectural Association of Kenya
P 0 Box 44258
Nairobi KENYA

Zambia Institute of Planners
P O Box 3730
Lusaka ZAMBIA

Malaysian Institute of Planners
P 0 Box 10976
Kuala Lumpur MALAYSIA

If I can help you further at any timne, please let me know. I wish you
well with your research.

Vith kind regards.
u

Yours sincerely

‘ —
- -

\

George Franklin
Hon. Secretary
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Virginia Polytechnic Institute .
and State University

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND PLANNING
201 Architecture Annex, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

Calvin Masilela BITNET: ONIASC @ VTVMI
(

December 8, 1986

The Hon. Secretary
Zambia Institute of Planners
P. O. Box 3730
Lusaka, Zambia

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to you at the suggestion of George Franklin (Hon. Secretary, Commonwealth Asso-
ciation of Planners) in the hope that you will be able to advise or assist me in conducting a ques-
tionnaire survey of urban and regional plarmers in Zambia. The survey is part of my research on
lntemational Compansons of planners’ backgrounds, attitudes, views, and role orientations, par-
ticularly in developing countries.

Would it be possible for your office to organize mailings of my questionnaire? I do have access to
a limited amount of funding and would, of course, be prepared to reirnburse postal charges, etc.
Also , I would fully acknowledge your role in any publications arising from the research.
It has been suggested to me that the most efficient way of organizing the survey would be to send
your office a supply of questionnaires (depending on the size of your membership) and envelopes
for you to mail out, together with addressed envelopes for respondents to mail back the completed
questionnaires to you. Ideally, these envelopes should have postage pre-paid with a franking ma-
chine, to encourage a positive response. l would then ask you to retum the completed question-
naires to me by parcel post.

If such a plan is not practical, perhaps you could send me a list of names and addresses of the In-
stitute members.

Your co-operation on this endeavor will be greatly appreciated. ‘

Sincerely,

Calvin O. Masilela
Project Director
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AIR-·+·«AIL 2nd April, 1987

Mr, Calvin O, Masilela,
Department of Environmental Design and Planning
Architecture Annex
Virginia Tech,
Blacksburg, VA 21+061 USA,

Dear Sir,

I would like to refer to your letter of 8th December,
1986 which was passed on to me for a.ctiou•

The Zambia Institute of Planners has no funds to mail
your questionnaires to Urban and Re ional Planners throughout
the Country and then have them mailäto you,

I think your suggestion of pre-paid postage with a
franking machine may work, The institute has got approximately
20 Urban Planners while Regional Planners are not registered
but could be contacted•

Yours faithfully,

c•

M•for£COl·iMISSIONERFOR TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
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24th November, 1986.

Mr. Calvin O. Masilela,
Dept. of Environmental Design and Planning,
Architecture Annex,
Virginia Tech,
Blacksburg, Va 24061,
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Masilela,

I would like to refer to your letter of 9th November, 1986.

I am writing to advice you that it is not possible for us
to assist you in conducting your questionnaire survey here
in Kenya. For any research to be conducted here, the researcher
must obtain research clearance from the Office of the President.
The requirements for obtaining research clearance are as set out on
page 70 clause 2 (a — e) of the enclosed brochure. Further details
on affiliation in this Institute are set out on pages 68, 69 and
71. After reading this booklet you will agree with us that we cannot
contemplate sending questionnaires for a researcher who has not been
cleared by the Office of the President as this would be tantamount
to going against the laid down government machinery.

If you would like carry out research in Kenya, it would be
advisable to comply with the procedures stipulated in the booklet.

Yours sincerely,

A.W. Gatheru, (Mrs).
for: Ag: Director, IDS.

Encl.

AWG/bmn.
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COMNIONWEALTH ASSOCIATION OF PLANNE RS
member of the informal group ol lCommonwealth Professional Associations

OFFICE HOLDERS -1984 - 1988 MEMBER ORGANISATIONS

President Peter K $ Fun AFRICA GHANA Institute ol PlannersAssistant Director/Planning
KENVA: Town Planning Chapter, Arch-New Territories Development Department iteegurgt Aggcjgtjgn ot gmy;8/F 151 Gloucester Road NIGERIA Institute ol Town PlannersHONG KONG
TANZANIA Association of Town
PlannersRegional Representatives and
ZAMBIA Institute ol PlannersMembers ol the Executive Committee
ZIMBABWE Institute of Regional and
Urban PlannersAFRICA Jonathan Zamchiya

Director ol Physical Planning AMERICAS BARBADOS Town and CountryPO Box 8176
. Planning SocietyCauseway Harare CANADIAN Institute ol PlannersZIMBABWE

JAMAICA Town and Country Planning
Association
TRINIDAD and TOBAGO Society olAMERICAS Peter Martin
pramu,Planning Consultant

M M Dl"°" Lld EUROPE CYPRUS Association ol Town andBox 1850 Station A
country pra„„„,

Wlll¤•~¤=l• ¤¤l¤rl¤
urnteo xmooom: nayai townCANADA M2N GHS
Planning Institute

SE ASIA HONG KONG Institute ol PlannersEUROPE David Fryer MALAYSIAN Institute ol PlannersSecretary General SINGAPORE Institute ol PlannersRoyal Town Planning Institute
26 Portland Place SW ASIA BANGLADESH Institute ol PlannersLondon WIN 4BE SRI LANKA: Institute ol PlannersUNITED KINGDOM Sri Lanka

SW PACIFIC NEW ZEALAND Planning InstituteS E ASIA Ho Khong Ming
Director/East Regional Brandt
Federal Department ot Town
andCountryPlanning
PO Box 295 Kuantan cAp 55cg5·|·AgrA·|·MALAYSIA

Hon, Secretary George Franklin
S W ASIA Willie Mendis

Vice Chancellor and Prolessor ol Town Hm" Tfusuru RW Sawan

Ü::£i‘:x':' Registered 26 Portland Place
Katubedde Moratuwa Add"“ L WIN ABE UK
Sm LAN KA

Correspondenoe 24 Dakleigh Park North
Address London N20 9AR UK

Telephone: 01-445 0336S W PACIFIC William Robertson
Assistant Surveyor General
Lands and Survey Department
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